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Abs t ract
This qual-itative study focused on the importance that
senior nurse administrators in hospital settings give to
the.concept of caring in their thinking about ñursing
administration and in their actions in this roLe. Fáce-
to-face interviews were conducted with six senior nurse
administrators to determine how they define caring, how
they demonstrate caring in their nursing administiationpractice, what factors they think influènce a caring
approach, and what they thÍnk are some of the benefits of
a caring approach. The meaning of caring for senior
nurse administrators encompassed a concern for patients
and nurses and the development of reLationships based on
respect and trust. Senior nurse adrninistrators indicated
they denonstrate carj.ng by encouraging a patient-centred
focus within the organization, develoþing open and honest
reLationships based on trust and respect, rècognizing and
bringing out potential- in nurses, faòi litating - the wórkof nurses, being visible in the organization, and
modelling cqring. Factors that support a caring approach
were identified to be a supportive administrative tèam,
small hospital size, flat organizational- structure, the
age, experience, education, and nursing background of the
senior nurse adninistrator and the religious affiliation
of the hospital . Gender r^¡as not perceived to have an
impact on a caring approach. The differing values of
nursing and medicine were seen to have a vàriable
influence on a caring approach. While health care reform
has been a difficult experience, the senior nurse
administrators indicated that caring and the economics of
heal-th care reform do not have to bè in opposition.
Factors that adversely affect a caring apþioach incl-udelack of understanding and support r^¡itñin the
administrative team, a hierarchicaL administrative
structure, the traditional image of nurses and nursing,
time constraints, and an increased workload of nurses-and
senior nurse administrators. Senior nurse administrators
agreed that the hospitaf, patients, nurses and senior
nurse adninistrators benefit from a caring approach.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION ÂND METHOD

Carj.ng is nursing's tradítion. 'tThrough its J.ong

history, nursing has tended to identify itself as a caring
practice" (Bishop and Scudder, L99L, p. 29l' . Caring is
also identified as one of the traditiona] domains of women.

Historical-Iy, nursing became "women's work" because caring
for others in the fanily and community was a womants duty.
Reverby (1987) states that nursing was embedded in the

seeningJ.y natural or ordained character of wornen and it
becane an important manifestat.ion of women's expression of
Iove of others. In this vÍew, caring and nursing were

integral to the female sense of seLf.

In nursíng, caring has most often been identified as a

feature of nursing practice. More recently, caríng has been

addressed as an important aspect of curriculum and nursing

education. While the concept of caring in nursing practice
and nursing education has been studied by nurse researchers,

philosophers, and sociologísts, there is limited evidence of
investigation of this concept as it relates to nursing

administration.

According to Mill_er (1987), nursing administration is a

unique practice of nursing because not only are nurse

administrators expected to possess a business mind-set, they

are also faced with the challenge of model-ling caring and

providing an environ¡nent of caring for the practice of
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nursing. Nyberg (1990) also recognized the dichotomous

nature of nursing administration and identifled economj.cs

and hunan care as the greatest driving forces in nursing
adninistration today.

Administration and administrative roles are often
described and anaLyzed from the perspective of a business or
management model. This study investigated caring as a basis
for nursing adrninistration. Commonly, individuals in
administrative roles in nursing are nurses and women. Since

caring is clained as a traditional domain by both females

and nurses, it is suggested that caring is a rnajor force
that shapes the thlnking and acting of nurse administrators.

Senior nurse ad¡ninistrators are mernbers of the
administrative team of the organization. They are aLso

leaders of nurses and as ,'Lead.ers of a caring contingent"
(Johnson/ 7992, p, 1_1) have the responsibitity to nodel
caring and to ensure conditions exist within the nursing
department to make it possibJ.e for nurses to care. Based on

this view of the role of senior nurse administrators, the
literature was exa¡nined in three areas: 1)caring, 2)

administration or mânagement, and 3) J.eadership. The

literature on caring was studied in an attempt to define and

describe the concept of caring and to determine

characteristics of caring behaviour. It was not the intent
of this review to explore in detail the ]iterature refated
to administration and leadership. Rather, the Literature in
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these two areas was reviewed to deterrnine if the concept of
caring was addressed and how it was represented.

Me thod

This was a qualitative study of nurses in senior
administrative roles Ín hospital settings. The purpose of
the study was to determine the importance that senior nurse

administrators j.n hospital settings give to the concept of
caring in their thj.nking about nursing administration and in
their actions in this role.

The qualitative approach was chosen for this study

because it was felt to offer the best strategies for
addressing the identified questions and for giving
inforrnants the opportunity to describe what caring means to
them in their roles as senior nurse adminístrators.

Qualitative research

"involves broadly stated questions about human

experiences and real-ities, studied through sustained

contact with people in their natural environnents,

generating rich, descriptive data that help us to
understand their experiences" (Boyd, 1990, p. 183) .

An aim of qualitative research is to obtain a view of
reality that is important to those studied, In this study,

data were gathered through face-to-face interviews with
senior nurse administrators. Struebert and Carpenter (1995)

bel-ieve that the interview is a very good source of data

because it provides the opportunity to enter into another
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personr s world. The interviews fasted an average of two and

one-half hours and with one exception, took pJ.ace in a

private area at the senior nurse adrninistrator ' s ptace of
work. One intervier^¡ occurred in the informantrs own home.

A seni-structured approach was used in the interviews
in that both open-ended and cLose-ended questions were

included and additional topics were explored as they arose.
The interviews were audío-taped and printed transcripts were

prepared. Each informant was sent a copy of the interview
transcript and given the opportunity to discuss the

questions further. This resulted in additional discussions
with two of the informants.

One variabl_e that can influence the outcone of an

interview is the interviewer (Nieswiadorny, lgBT).

Interviewer characteristics such as age, gender, appearance,

manner of speaking, leveI of reLaxation, and punctuality for
the interview may influence the answers given by the
informants. As welJ_, the interviewer's degree of
familiarity with the informantst role and work setting may

infl-uence the outcome of the interview (Spradley, 1,gjg) .

I'If informants believe your background has already
taught you the answer to your own questions, they wifl
feel you are asking durnb questions and that you may be

trying to test them in sone way" (Spradley, !919, p.

s0) .

However, these problems do not arise when informants really



befieve you have linited knowledge about the ro1e. Stuayinl
a familiar role may cause the interviewer to take too much

for granted resulting in diffÍcutty in analyzing the data.

Sel-ection of Informants

The individuals involved in a quafitative research

study are referred to as participants or informants to
refLect the position that they are part of the study. In
this study, the term informant was used. "Sampling is the
process of selecting representative units of a population
for study .in a research investigation" (Haber, j.990, p.

268l . A sampLe is "a subset of the popuLation that is
selected to represent the poputation" (Nieswiadomy, L987, p.
418) . According to Streubert & Carpenter (1995). in
quafitative research, individuals are chosen for the study
because of their first hand experience with the phenomenon

of interest, a process caffed purposeful or theoreticaL
sampling. The nurn-ber of individuafs in the sarnple is the
number needed to obtain a cfear understanding of the
phenornenon under study. Good informants are those

individuals who are thoroughly encultured, that is, they
have learned their particular culture welJ. (Spradley, 1979)

and are fufL and current nembers in it. The informants for
this study were individuals currently in the role of senior
nurse administrator in a hospital- setting and who were

experienced and knowledgeable about their role and the
hospital setting.
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WhiIe "Iarge sampJ_es are more representative of the
popuLation of interest than are small sampJ.es" (Nieswiadomy,

1987, p. 166), in qualitatíve research, sampfe sizes are

often smal-l- because of the large volume of verbal data to
analyze and because of the more intensive involvenent with
the informants (Sandel-owski, 1986) . The sanpl-e size for
this study consisted of six senior nurse administrators.

Ethical Considerations

A major consideration in conducting a research study ís
adherence to ethical guidelines. Munhalf (1988) states the

most critical ethical consideration in qualitative research

is to describe the experiences of others faithfully and

authentically, The importance of informants' ríghts is
addressed in the University of Manitobats Ethics Guidelines

- Research wj.th Human Subjects (1991). These rights include
the informants' right to know the precise nature and purpose

of the research, the right to know the risks and benefits
and the right to privacy and confidentiality.

A major means for ensuring that the rights of
informants are protected is by informed consent. lnformed

consent impJ. j.es the informants have full understanding of
the study before the study begins. Nieswiadony (1987, p.

177) identifies twelve major elements of informed consent:

1) the researcher is identified and credentials presented,

2) the process of informant sefection is described, 3) the

purpose of the study is cLearly presented, 4) the study
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procedures are discussed/ 5) potential risks are described,

6) potential benefits are described, Z) compensation, if
any, is discussed, 8) alternative procedures that rnay be

fol-l-owed are identified, 9) anonymity or confidentiality is
assured,. 10) the right to refuse to participate or to
withdraw fron the study without penalty is assured, 11) an

offer to answer aII questions about the study is made, and

12) the means of obtaíning study results is identified.
Information given to potential informants should respect

their level- of understanding and "there should be no

coercion, constraint or undue inducement" (University of
Manitoba, 1991, Annex H, p. 27). The researcher nust
document that informed consent was obtained (Nieswiadomy,

1987) . In a qualitative study, informed consent shoufd be

viewed as an ongoing process since there is no way to know

exactfy what might take place duríng an interview (Streubert

& Carpenter, 1995) .

Many codes of ethics have been developed to guide the
conduct of research. The Canadian Nurses Association

addresses the ethical- aspects of research in the Code of
Ethics for Nursing (1991) and in the document Ethical
Guidel-ines for Nursing Research InvoJ.ving Human Subjects
(1983) . Both acknowledge the importance of research in the
advancement of the nursing profession and provide guidelines
to ensure the conduct of research conforms to ethicâl_

pract i ce ,
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Informants in this study were contacted first by j.etter

to introduce then to the researcher and the research study.
Some of the informants contacted me upon receiving the

letter; for others, a foIlow-up telephone contact was made.

During the telephone conversation the informants were given

the opportunity to ask questions and interview times and

l-ocations were arranged. Informants were asked to sign a

form indicating their informed consent to be involved in the

s tudy .

Änon]¡mity of the informants was respected by presenting

the data in a sunmarized forn. Informants were assigned a
coded nunber known only to myself and no names were used on

any of the written transcripts or reports. The list of
names and code numbers as weÌl as the audio tapes and

transcripts were stored in a locked filing cabinet while the
study was in progress. On completion of the research

project, the audio tapes will be erased and the 1ist of
names and code numbers wiII be destroyed. A copy of the

written transcripts wiII be stored in a tocked box j.n my

home .

Research Questions

The central question which guided this study was: How

do senior nurse adrninistrators in hospitals understand

caring and what do they say it means for their practice?
Severa.I related questions were aLso addressed. These

incfuded :

1) How is caring defined by senior nurse administrators in
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hospitaJ. s ?

2) In what ways does caring shape the practice of nursing
administration?

3) What factors support the use of a caring approach by

senior nurse administrators in hospitals?
4) What 'factors adversely influence the use of a caring
approach by seniors nurse administrators in hospital-s?

5) What are the benefits of using caring as a framework for
nursing administration practice?

Qualitative research aims to descrj.be and understand.

Inmersion in a study such as this provided me with a

valuable opportunity to gain a greater understanding of what

caring means to senior nurse administrators. As weÌI/ I
believe it gave me the opportunity to begin to paint a

picture of how caring is a significant part of the worl_d of
the senior nurse administrator. This picture may eventuaLfy

allow us to conceptualize, understand, and enact nursÍng
administration in new and different h'ays.
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CTAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The literature review for this study addressed the

literature in the areas of caring and caring as it reLates

to l-eadership and nursing administration,

Car ing

Ithile the literature reveals a rich range of thought on

the concept of caring, it is acknowledged that there is not
a cLear understanding of its meaning. À,uthors such as

Leininger (1981d) , Morse, Solberg, Neander, Bottorff &

Johnson (1990) and Dumas (1990) point out that there are

many ambiguities about caring and there is no consensus

about definition, components or processes. The terms

caring, care, health care and nursing care are used with

"virtually no scientific or humanistic knowLedge base for
these terms" (Leininger, 198ld, p. 6) .

Definitions of Caring

There is no agreenent concerning what caring means.

Barnum (1993) points out there are at least three discrete
meanings of caring: 1-)"taking care of" which neans tending
to or doing for someone e1se, 2)"caring" or a positive
concerned feeling for someone else and 3) "careful'r, a mind-
set of caution to avoid injury or accident. AII three t)æes

of caring can occur sinultaneously so one does not
necessarily occur in isolation of the others,

Smith (1990) agrees that we are faced with a probLem in
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trying to define caring. Caring can be a noun - attention,
protection, invo.Ivement that involves acceptance and respect
or it can be a verb meaning to be concerned about, to
nurture, to keep safe.

Bishop & Scudder (1991) believe caring has two

meanings: "concern for others and taking care of others" (p.

54). They point out that some bel-ieve it is impossibl-e to
do both; that sonehow rtcaring is an inner feeJ.ing divorced
from the concrete giving of care" (p. 53) . In addj.tion,
there is the perception that ,'taking care of others" has

greater significance than "caring about" others.

Three meanings of caring are identified by Nyberg

(1989) . In her view, caring can be defined as 1) a burden,
2) a responsibility, and 3) a feeling toward another.

creen-Hernandez (1991) has differentiated anong four kinds
of caring: professionaL caring, natural caring/ professional
nurse caring and collegial caring.

An explanation for the absence of a wetl established
definitíon of caring nay be found in nursing's history.
Fl-orence Nightingale, who is credited with beginning

nursing' s revivaf in the second half of the nineteenth
century, focused mainly on health and the environrnent and

never defined or explained caring (Leininger, 1990) . From

"1950 until 1975, there was actualfy limited interest j.n

studying the phenomenon of care and caring in nursing"
(Leininger, 1990 , p. 23). In the late 1970s, the generic
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use of the word caring became fashíonablei consumers/

businesses ând advertisers were talking about caring. It is
Leininger's (1990) belief that this public use of the term

caring eventually served as a stimulus to nursing to
recognize that caring could be a visible and powerful force.
fn addition to the linited interest in the concept of
caring, there was little va.Lue placed on qual.itative
research as a method of generating nursing knowledge

(Streubert & Carpenter, lgg5; Leininger, 1990) , Since

qualitative research methods are major ways to study caring,
Iimited research was done on the topic. As a result, it is
only in the past decade that nursing research has made the
concept of caring a valued focus in nursíng (Leininger,

1990) .

Studying a phenonenon that has not been defined clearJ-y

poses a problem. For the purposes of this study , caring
was viewed as an interpersonal process which makes possib.Ie

the personal growth and sel- f-actual i zation of the one caring
and the one cared for and which preserves human dÍgnity and

integrity.
Description of Caring

Morse, SoJ.berg, Neander, Bottorff, and .lohnson (1990)

conducted a content analysis of the nursing Iiterature in an

attempt to clarify the varj-ous perspectives on caring. The

result was the identification of five epistemological
perspectives: caring as a human state, caring as a moral
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inperative or ideal, caring as an affect, caring as an

interpersonal refationship and caring as a therapeutic
intervention. These themes provide a franework for
organizing a description of caring.
Carino a.s a human trait

The l-iterature addressíng caring as a human trait
describes caring as universal, innate, and important to the
survivaL of the human race. The universality of caring is
evident in the work by Heidegger (1962) who describes caring
as the fundamental way of being for humans. Benner and

Wrubel (1989) state caring is "a basic way of being in the
world" (p. 87), Roach (1987) believes that caring is the

"human mode of being" (p. 2) and that al-I humans have the
potentiaL to care. Bevls (1981) refers to caring as a

universal phenornenon.

A part of this perspective of caring as a human trait
is the belief that caring is an innate capacity. Noddj.ngs

(1984) suggests that caring is natural- and intuitive; that
"as hunan beings we want to care and be cared for" (p. ?) ,

She identifies one type of caring as ',natural caring'r (p.

79), that is, people act on behalf of another because they
want to do so. A noteabfe point about caring as an innat.e

capacity is that while aII hurnan beings have the potential
to care, like any other capacity, "caring rernains dormant if
not affirmed and actualized,' (Roach, 1987, p. 93) . The

ability to care is inffuenced by the experience of being
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cared for.
Caring is an inportant factor in the survival of the

human race. Probably the most extensive research in this
area has been done by Leininger, a nurse and anthropoJ.ogist .

Over a period of approxj_mately 30 years, she has studíed
human caring in more than fifty different cu.ltural groups.

It is her belief, based on this research, that caring has

been expressed by human cultures throughout the history of
humankind. Caring helped link people together through

relationships between care givers and care receivers and

helped to promote a sense of responsibility for one another.
As a result, carj.ng was essential for the growth,

development and survival of the human species. Leininger
(1981) believes that

"caring has long been an essential cultural vaLue to
help peopJ-e maintain societ.ies and to help alleviate
hurnan misery, face reaJ.ity stresses and deal with
common human conditions" (p. 98).

The diverse expressions, meanings and patterns of carj_ng are

derived frorn unique culturaL backgrounds and life
experiences, Caring is a motivating force that heJ_ps ensure

that life goes on (Bevis,1981; Heidegger, L962). The human

race has survived because there has been a continuj.ty of
caring throughout the ages (Roach, 198?).

Caring As Än Interpersonal Relationship

Caring as an interpersonal reÌationship means seeing
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the interaction within a relationship as both expressing and

defining caring. Caring is a reLationship and the
relationship is the medium through which we express caring.
A recurrent theme in the lit.erature related to caring as an

interpersonaf rel-ationship is the reference to caring as an

important factor in promoting hurnan growth and self-
actual-ization. Sel- f-actuati zation is reciprocal in that
there is the potential for both the one caring and the one

cared for to experience set f-actual i zation.
Perhaps the best known work on caring to emphasize the

thene of caring as an interpersonal reLationship that
promotes se I f-actuali zation is that of Mayeroff (Ig:.L) .

Mayeroff states that to care for another person in the most

sÍgnificant sense, is to help that person grow and actuaLize
himself. While gro!^¡th of the other and not oneself is
primary, there is a reciprocal nature to caring since in the
process of helping another to grow, the one caring may

experience seÌ f-actuali zation as well_. "I do not try to
help the other grow in order to actualize myself, but by

heJ.ping the other grow, I do actual_ize mysel-f " (p. 30),
Mayeroff identifies major ingredients of caring as knowing,

alternating rhythms, patience, honesty, trust, humility,
hope and courage, all of which can be viewed as important
ingredíents of an interpersonal relationship.

Marck (1990) addresses this theme of rnutual self-
actualization in her identification of therapeutic
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reciprocity as a phenomenon of caring that all_ows

individuals, in this case patient and nurse, to benefit from

a rel-ationship in a mutualty empowering manner.

"Therapeutic reciprocity is a mutual, collaborative,
probabilistic, instructive, and empowering exchange of
feelings, thoughts, and behaviours between nurse and

cLient for the purpose of enhancing outcomes of the

relationship for all parties concerned,, (p. 5?) .

Therapeutic reciprocity is characterized by mutuatity,
exchange, openness, shared meaning and risking the cost of
caring all of which irnply a shared control of the

reJ.ationship. When there is a mutual responsibility for the
relationship, "the power to be and become" (p. 5?) through

relation to others is facilitated.
Watson (1985) conceptuafizes caring as a transpersonal

process in which mutuality is evident. Three of several

assumptj.ons underlying caring identified by Watson (1-98l)

are: caring can on]y be effectively demonstrated

interpersona l ly i caring consists of basic processes between

people which resuLt in sone sense of satisfaction often
associated with human needs,. caring allows for a person to
be as she/he is now but arso to actuarize potentials for
becoming different in the future. An "actuaf caring

occasionr' 1p. 59) involves rnutual action and choice because

it presents two people with the opportunity to decide how to
be in the relationship. IndividuaLs in a caring transaction
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are in a process of being and becoming.

Bevis (1981) states the prinary purpose of caring is
"to facilitate mutual sel f-actual i zat ion" (p. 57). In her

view, sel f-actual i zation or the achj.evement of one's full
potential- means devel_oping capabÍlities which incl-ude: to
know and fully experience another human being, for patience,

kindness, compassion, Iove and trusti to exercise one's

latent psychic abilities, insights imagination and

creativity; and to fulfil one's own arnbitions, desires,
goals and dreams so one feels a satisfaction with life.

HaLldorsdottlr (1991) identifies five basic nodes of
beÍng wi-th another as viewed on a continuum of caring. Two

of these modes are the "life-sustaining or bioactive mod.e "

(p. 44) and the "life-giving or biogenic mode" (p. 44), both
considered to be caring modes. The 1j. fe-sustaining mode of
being with another involves acknowledging the personhood of
the other, supporting, encouraging and reassuring. It gives

security and comfort and positively affects the life of the

other. The life-giving rnode of being with another involves
affirming the personhood of the other. "It relieves the
vuLnerabllity of the other and makes the other stronger and

enhances growth, restores, reforms, and potentiates learning
and heal-ing" (p. 39) . Hal l-dorsdott ir ' s research makes it
evident that the caring modes of being with another involve
a connection, a kind of bonding, a relationshj.p.

Carol Gi]l-igan (1980) asserts that caring is the basis
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for binding individuaLs together in an interpersonaL

connection that she calls the "web of connection" (p. 62).

Caring is "an activity of rel_ationship, of seeing and

responding to need, taking care of the world by sustaining
the web of connection so no one is left a1one" (p. 62]l .

Two ways of caring are identified by Heidegger (I962J .

In the first way, the care giver leaps in and takes over for
the other. This forn of caríng, called dependent caring by

Bishop and Scudder (I99ll , fosters doninance by the care

giver and dependency by the other. In the second way of
caring the care giver leaps ahead to give care back to the
other. This form of caring, called authentic caring by

Heidegger, gives the other the opportunity to care for his
or her own being. According to Bishop and Scudder (1-991¡ ,

these two forms of caring have important implications for
human being and becoming, Dependent care rnakes the

individual's being and becoming dependent on others.
Authentic care is focused on future possibility and freedon

to act to fulfiI possibilities.
Nyberg (1989) supports the view of caring as an

interpersonal reLationship that promotes personal growth.

Tt is her belief that caring is
"an interactj.ve commitment in which the one caring is
ab1e, through a strong self-concept, orderÍng of l_ife

activities, an openness to the needs of others, and the

abiJ-j.ty to motivate oLhers, to enact caring behaviours
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that are directed toward the growth of the one cared

for, be it an individual or group" (p. 15) .

Shiber and Larson (1991) state caring is an

interpersonal skill that heLps another to grow, change and

actualize as a separate person in keeping with personal

needs and potentials.

Parse (1981) states caring ís "risking being with
someone toward a moment of joy" (p. 130) . In relationships,
risking is "bej.ng with the other in an open authentic way in
which both can grow" (p. 130).

Ari interesting perspective on caring as a re.Iationship
with nutuafity is described by Roach (198?). In her view,

caring not only contributes to human growth but also is
essential for the other to .Learn to care. "Human

development ís dependent not only on being cared for, but
also on being able to care" (p. 4) . The capacity to care

needs to be nurtured by being cared about.

Caring as a Moral ldeal

According to Morse (1990), authors who describe caring
as a moraL ideal view caring not as a set of behaviours,

traits or actions but as the adherence to the conmitment to
maintain human dignity or integrity. In nursing, caring as

an ethic "is the standard to which professional decisions
and actions should be compared't (Kfimek, 1990, p. 79) .

According to Fry (1988)¡ for caring to be considered a

moraf ideaf it must meet the four requirenents of an ethical-
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standard. That is, carlng must: 1) be a paranount value
that guides one's actions, 2) be a universal value that is
appropriate in nany contexts and cultures, 3) identify
specific behaviours and, 4) be t'other-regarding" 1p. 4B).

"When our view of caring has these characteris t ics, it is a

rnoral- vaìue and can serve as an ethical- standard for the
practice of nursíng" (p. 48). Fry affirms that caring meets

the four requirements for an ethical standard.

The theme of hunan dignity and integrity is evident in
the work of Jean Watson (1985) . She views caring as a moral
ideal in nursing which "calLs for a philosophy of rnoral

commitment toward protecting human dignity and preserving
humanity" (p. 31), Caring as a moral- ideal is grounded in
a set of universaJ_ human values such as kindness, concern

and love of self and others.

Scudder (1990) interprets Heidegger,s view of caring as

fu1fillÍng a moral ideaI. Authentic care, according to
Heidegger, is the form of caring in which the caregiver
helps the other to care for his own being. Unauthentic
caring fosters dependency. Although Scudder adnits that
Heidegger did not identify authentic and unauthentic caring
as moral issues, Scudder himself states that ,'the contention
that nurses ought to give authentic care" (p. 65) identifies
a moral inperative.

Noddings (1984) has a view of caring which enconpasses

the ethics and moral_ity of caring. Caring is not an outcome
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of ethicaÌ behaviour; it constitutes ethics. Ethical caring
occurs in response to our experience with or "remembrance

of" (p. 79) natural caring and it represents the attitude of
being moral or the "longing for goodness" (p. 2). An ethic
built on caring is naturally other-regarding because caring
is a relationship. "Caring itsel-f and the ethicat ideal
that strives to maintain and enhance it guide us in moral

decisions and conduct" (p. 105) .

Caring as an Affect
In describing carj-ng as an affect, emphasis is placed

on the notion that the nature of caring extends from

enotional involvement or empathy (Morse, 1990) . In the

l-iterature, affective terms that are used in describing

caring include the terms J-ove, joy, and devotj.on. It is
interesting to note that in discussions of caring as an

affect, authors frequently nake reference to and draw

analogies with art, music and literature, aII of which are

distinguished by their appeaÌ to the human aesthetj.c and

emotionaL sense. ln addition, caring is often examined from

the theoLogícaI perspective, the outcome being that caring
is described in terms such as unconditional love, joy,

dedication, hope and heal.ing.

Bevis (1981) believes that caring is "a feeJ.ing of
dedication to another to the extent that it motivates and

energizes action to influence l_ife constructively and

positively by increasing intirnacy and mutual sel_f-
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actualization" (p. 50) . Bevis (1982) also proposes that
caring has four stages: attachment, assiduity, intimacy and

confirmation.

À metaphysical analysis of caring led Ray (19g1) to
develop 

.a 
conceptuaf scheme of carj.ng that invotves co-

presence and oblative l-ove. Ray draws from the work of
MarceL to define co-presence as "the active participation of
nurse with patlent/client in professional nursing
situâtions" (p. 291 . Oblative love is that which has been

identified by Marcel as "other-directednes s " (p. 31) . Ray

states that "caring is perceived as invol-ving co-presence,
giving, receiving, communication, and in essence loving,..',
(p. 31).

Halldorsdottir (1991) identifies five basic modes of
being with another which are arranged on a continuum of
caring. The "Iife-giving or biogenic node" (p. 44) is the
most caring mode of being with another. It "is the truly
human mode of being and is represented by healÍng love" (p.

44l. . The fife-giving mode ,'involves loving, benevoÌence,

responsiveness, generosity, mercy and compassion" (p. 44) .

Life-giving caring involves a transfer of healing energy to
strengthen, inspire, comfort, enlighten, invigorate and

bring joy, hope, trust, confidence, and peace.

In analyzing caring from a human science perspective,
Parse (1981) describes caring as 'rrisking being with someone

toward a moment of joy" (p. 131) . The moment of joy is the
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ancomplementary rhythm of suffering and joy experienced by

individual and shared by the other, I¡then the

intersubjective process of caring takes place, healing

unfofds.

Caring as an affect is evident in Watson's (1985)

description of the process of caring, She describes caring

as consisting of transpersonal, human-to-human attempts to
protect, enhance and preserve humanity by helping a person

find meaning in Íllness, suffering, pain and existence.

Caring is helping another gain self-knowledge, control,
sel-f-healing and a sense of inner harmony.

Mayeroff (1971) believes that devotion is essential to
caring. Devotion is being committed to the other and the

"largely unforeseeable future" (p, B). It is through

devotion that " caríng acquires substance and its own

partícular character" (p. 8), Devotion is demonstrated by

"being there" (p. 8) and by consistency in caring.
Caring as a Therapeutic Intervention

Nursing has a long association with caring. Those who

view caring as a therapeutic intervention Iink caring to the

unique work of nurses and see it as the central focus in
professional nursing. Emphasis is placed on knowledge,

skilJ-, necessary conditions and congruence between nursing
actions and patients' perception of need as the basis for
caring actions. Caring in nursing is viewed as different
from caring as a human trait.
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It j.s Leiningerrs (1981) position that "caríng is the

central- and unifying donain for the body of knowledge and

practices in nursing" (p. 3) and that "caring behaviour and

practices uniquely distinguish nursing from the

contrlbutions of other discipLines,' (p. 4). In spite of
this, Leininger acknowledges that there are ambiguities

about the use of the term caring in nursing. The terms

care/ caring, health care and nursing care are used in
diverging professional and sociaJ. ways and without a
scientific or humanistic knowledge base. In an attempt to
dj.stinguish among these terms/ Leininger developed

definitions of generic caring/ professional caring and

professional nursing care. Caring in a professional nursing
sense is defined as

"those cognitiveLy fearned humanistic and scientific
modes of heJ.ping or enabling an individual, family, or
community to receive personalized services through

specific cuLturally defined or ascribed modes of caring
processes, techniques, and patterns to inprove or
maj.ntain a favourably healthy condition for tife or
death" (p. 9) .

Bishop and Scudder (1991) belj.eve that "the way of
caring of a nurse j.s not the same as anyone else who cares

for the iLI, except for a few mundane activities" (p. 54),
What nakes the nurse's way of caring different is that "they
have appropriated and mastered the caring practice of
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nursingrr (p. 54 ) ,

Roach (1987) states that caring is not unique to any

particular profession and does not distinguish one

profession from others. However, caring is unique in
nursing because "aIl the attributes used to describe nursing
have their l-ocus in caring" (p. 47) . Roach identifies five
C's of caring, one of which is competence. Cornpetence is

"the state of having the knowtedge, judgement, skills,
energy, experience and motivation required to respond

adequately to the demands of one's professional

responsibilities" (p. 61) .

It is her belief that prospectíve nurses are attracted to
the profession because they care and then whil-e invoLved in
a program of nursing study, the human capacity to care is
pro fes s ional ised through the acquisition of knowledge and

skiLls.
VaLentine (1989) acknowtedges that caring is more than

kindness. In nursing, caring is also the knowl-edge the

nurse brings to the nurse-patient rel-ationship, the

availability of the nurse, the skilful performance of tests
and procedures, the honesty and integrity of the nurse and

the abj.lity of the nurse to respect the individuality and

autonomy of the patient.

Shiber and Larson (1991) also support the view that it
is the nursing conpetencies that make the caring process in
nursing different fron that in other caring professions and
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from the human act of caring.

Koldjeski (1990) views professional nursing caring as

the

"therapeutic use of self by nurse with patient through

mutuaf participation ín speciaL kinds of relationships
and interactions to effect changes in ill-ness and

health-rel-ated experiences that invol-ve se1f, soma, and

envÍronrnents" (p. 54).

Expert caring has nothing to do with possessJ.ng

privileged information that increases one's control- or
domination of another. Rather, expert caring unfeashes the
possibilities inherent in the self and the situation.
rrExpert caring liberates and facilitates in such a way that
the one caring is enriched in the process" (Benner &

Wrubel, 1989, p. 398) .

The preceding discussion outlined a number of cornmon

themes which are used to describe caring in the l-iterature.
It is evident that caring is more than a simple nicety. As

weIJ., caring is not mere liking or comfort.ing or wishing
others wefl. Caring is a universal human trait and an

individual's abiJ.ity to care is influenced by her own

experiences in being cared for and about. Caring is a

relationship with another human being in which the

refationship not only signifies caring but provides the

medium for the expression of caring. lvithin this
relationship there is the opportunity for growth and self-
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actualization of the one cared for as welL as the one

caring. Caring is a moral- imperative, a standard which can

be used to guide actions and deci s ion-maklng. tn¡hen caring
is the standard, the best decision and action is afways the
one that protects hurnan dignity and integrity and preserves

humanity. Caring is an affect that extends fron emotional

involvement with another hu¡nan being. There is a link
between this emotionaÌ invofvenent and healing. CarÍng is a

therapeutic intervention which is unique in nursing.

Caring: Invisible And DevaLued

Our limj-ted understanding of the phenornenon of caring
may be due, at least in part, to the fact that caring is
undervalued and invisible in society as a whole and ín the

cuLture of the health care system (Watson, L990; Leininger,
L9Bi.; Benner & Wrubel, 1989; Reverby, 19BT) . Various

reasons for this have been identified. One major reason for
the invisibility and devaLuation of carÍng is the

association of caring with women's work. In a world and a

health care systen that are distinctly patriarchal_ (V,tatson,

1990; Leininger, 1981; Gilligan, I9j9| , women and their work

have been invisible and undervalued. Since nursing and

caring are traditional areas of work for wonen, it foLlows

that these are not hiqhly visible or valued in society.
Caring through tending the sick, promoting health, growth

and developnent and caring for the body have traditionally
been designated as women's work (Benner & Wrubel, 1989) .
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Thus caring "is devalued and the primacy of caring is
culturally invisj.ble because caring ís associated with
!.¡onen's work and women's work is devalued and most often
unpaid" (Benner & Wrubel, J.989, p. 368) . In her historical
analysis of nursingts development, Reverby (1987) states
that nursÍng was often "taught by nother to daughter as part
of a femafe apprentÍceship" (p. 5) and was part of the

apparently natural character of women. As such, nursing was

to be a "wonenrs duty" (p. 6) and "caring was to be an

unpaid labor of love" (p. 6) .

It is ciLligan's (1979) view that "women define

thernsel-ves in a context of human relatíonship and judge

themselves in terms of their ability to care" (p. 440) .

Womenrs place in the worfd has been that of buiLder and

protector of these relationships as well as being nurturer/
caretaker and helprnate. While all these roles are important

in the human l-ife cycLe, in the patriarchal order of the

world, separation, autonomy, individuation and rights are

cel-ebrated and interpersonaf connection and caring are

devalued.

Noddj.ngs (1984) conducted a comprehensive investigation
of caríng in order to conceptualize a feminine approach to
morality and thus one that is an afternative to the

traditionaL approach to ethical problerns that has arisen

from the masculine experience and world view. She holds a

moraÌ vision of caring which is distinctly feminist in that.
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caring is seen as arising out of life experiences as b¡omen

although she acknowl-edges that it is something that can be

shared by nen. She believes that "a powerful and coherent

ethic and, indeed, a different sort of world nay be built on

the naturaL caring so familiar to womenfi (p. 46) .

In society in general and the health care system in
particu.Lar, caring is seen as the domain of nursing whj.le

curing is considered to be the professional jurisdiction of
the physician (Leininger, j.981). There is a preoccupation in
society with disease, treatment and cure as opposed to
heal.th, caring and heal-íng (Watson, 1990) . In situations
involving illness and disease, the caring practices rather
than caring processes are usually viewed as the explanation
for recovery. As welI, caríng actions are usually subtle,
often unseen, considered unscientific and Less dramatic than
treatnent and cure which tend to be obvious, neasurable,

scientific and often very dramatic. The role caring plays
in the heal.ing process remains invisible. Leininger (19g1)

feefs this invisibility of caring in nursing is simifar to
the invisibility of wornen's ,timportant roles in
socialization, maintaining the home, and child care
practices" (p. 99) . In her view, caring is understudied,

devalued, obscure and receives limited economic rewards and

sociaf sanctions. "professj.onal women as caregivers are

negl-ected for their caring roLes" (p. 99) .

Watson (1990) contends that society and the health care
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system are patriarchal-, view normal_ Iife processes as

illness and have "no fornal place for the basic heafth and

human caring concerns. ." (p. 62). Female health and

human caring professionaLs are invisible and the importance

of their work is overshadowed by that of male physicians.

"As it stands now, caring is either women's work, and

therefore invisibJ.e, or it is something to fear because it
reminds us that we are all equally human" (p. 63).

Caring is a powerful force. One of the strongest

t.hemes in the literature seens to be that human caring can

only be effectívely demonstrated and practised
interpersonally (Watson, 1985) . To this point, caring has

been described in terms of what it is thought to be but how

caring is enacted has not been clearly specified.
What Caring InvoLves

The question of how one demonstrates caring is not well
explored or answered in the Literature. Sorne view caring as

a process (Ray, 1981; Shiber & Larson, 1991-; l,latson, LgBl-;

Parse, 1981) while other authors have identified
characteristics of caring and actions involved in caring.
Caring behaviours are not well delineated and many questions

about the expression and patterns of caring reinain to be

addressed.

From her research on caring within various culturat
groups, Leininger (1981d) has deveJ-oped a preliminary list
of constructs that are assocj-ated cJ.osely with caring.
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These incLude support, tenderness, touch, compassion,

empathy, stress alleviation, presence, J.oving acts/ comfort,

direct and indirect helping behaviours, enabJ-ing,

facilitating, nu.rturance, succorance, surveiÌfance,
protection, restoration, instructive acts, coping, concern,

interest in. trusting, and need fulfiLment (p. 1O) . In
addition, she identified severaf principles or guidel_ines to
help further refine caring behaviours, one of which is

"efficacious caring tends to be humanistically oriented
and reflects professional care concepts of concern,

compassion, stress alfeviation, nurturance. comfort,and.

protection, and especially by female caregivers" (p.

LAl .

The process of caring in nursing invol-ves personal

attributes of the nurse (Shiber & Larson, Iggj,l . These

attributes of the caring person incl-ude confident, humorous,

flexib1e, nonjudgmentaJ-, honest, respectful, kind,
humanistic (p. 621 . The caring person communicates in a way

that demonstrates compassion, nonpos sess iveness,

responsiveness, availabiJ-ity, involvernent, and congruency

between what is said and done.

Devotion is important in caring (Mayeroff, I97I) .

Devotion is demonstrated by being there for the other and by

consistency or persistence to be there in spite of
unfavourable conditions. Mayeroff aÌso believes that caring
for peopJ.e invoLves the special feature of empathy as wel-L



as patience, honesty, trust, humility, hope, courage,

knowledge of the person.

Caring involves "feeling with" (Noddings, L984,

the other but this does not mean enpathy in the usual

Rather, caring j.nvolves engrossment or receiving the

into oneself in order to be abLe to see and feel wi.th
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and

p.30)
sense.

other

the

other.

Ray (1981) conceptualizes caring as a process of co-

presence and Love which involves authenticity, availability,
attendance and communication characterized by interest,
acceptance, touch and empathy.

The life-giving or biogenic node of being with another

has been identified by Halldorsdottir (l-991) as the most

caring way of being with another human being. Behaviours

that characterize caring in this sense include "loving
benevol-ence, responsiveness, generosity, mercy and

compassion" (p. 44). HalLdorsdottir (1991) also found that
there is a dj.nension of professional attachment that must be

present in order to keep caring in the professíonaL domain.

Professional attachment is conceptualized as being a process

involving five stages: 1) initiating attachment, 2) mutual

acknowledgement of personhood, 3 ) acknowledgement of
attachment, 4) professional intimacy, and 5) negotiation of
care.

Some researchers have attempted to describe further
what is involved ín specific caring behaviours. Gardner and
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Wheeler (1981) for example, undertook a study of the meaning

of support in relation to caring. Benner and Wrubel (19g9)

talk about caring as involvement and stress the need to find
the right kind and leveL of involvement. Watson (1981)

ídentifi.ed carative factors (p. 62]) which are the foundation

of the caring process in nursing. SeveraL of these have to
do with the interpersonaL nature of caring,

It is evident that there is no one list of conmon

behaviours that can be identified as caring behaviours.

There are differences in the caring behaviours identified by

authors, however some behaviours do seem to be identified
more frequently than others.

Nursing Administration

A review of the general administration Literature yields two
j.mmediate observations. First, there is often no

distinction rnade between the terms administration and

management. Conmon1y, v¡hen attempting to locate
Ínformation on administration, the reader is instructed to
"see also management" and vice versa. Thj.s is evident in a

review of both the general literature on administration and

the nursing administration l-iterature, although in the
Iatter, the term adrninistration is used more frequently than

the term management. In this study, the terms administrator
and administration will be used throughout and wiII be

viewed as synon]¡mous with the terms manager and managenent.

A second observation is that. there are as nany
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definitions of administratÍon as there are writers on the
topic. According to Stoner (1982) , there is no one

universally accepted definition of the tern. However, there
are some connon themes in the definitions. First, the focus

of administration ís in achieving organizational goals

(Sullivan & Decker, 19921 . Second, administration is seen

to be a discrete practice with specific skill-s and concerns

(Drucker, I9'l 41 . Thírd, administration is a process

consisting of effective planning, organizing, directing, and

controlJ.ing (Bergeron, 1987) .

Definition of Nursing Administration

"Nursing is the largest department in any hospital"
(Sullivan & Decker, L992, p, 33). The administration of
this department is an arena of work where individuals

"have the responsibilíty of providing inspiration, work

structures and support factors to facilitate the
provision of the specific professional service of
nursing" (Nyberg, 1990, p. 81).

The role of the nurse adrninistrator is a unique combination

of roles, primarily those of l_eader of nurses and

facil-itator in the organization (Nyberg, 1990; McCJ.osky,

Gardener, ,.lohnson & Maas, 19BB; Mil]er, 198?) . Nursing

administration has both professional and corporate

dirnensions (The Ad Hoc Committee on Nursing Administration,
19BB) . The professional dirnension has to do with the

administratorrs knowledge and expertise with respect to
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professional nursing, The corporate dirnension refers to the
participatlon of the nurse administrator in the overal-I

administration of the organization. This second dimensj.on

invol-ves roles and functions similar to other, non-nursing

administrative situations including pJ-anning, organizing,

directing, controJ-1ing, co-ordinating and eval-uating (The Ad

Hoc Cofimittee on Nursing Adminlstration, 19BB). The

challenge in nursing administration is to provide a caring

environment for the practice of nursing and the care of
patients (Mi1ler, 1987) .

Senior Nurse Administrators

Senior nurse administrators, the focus of this study,

are the índividuals who occupy the top administrative
positions in nursing in the hospital organízation. There

are various titles for this position including vice-
president, assistant executive director, nurse executive and

director of nursing (Sull1van & Decker, 1992; The Ad Hoc

CoÍunittee on Nursing Administration, 1.988; Scafzi &

.Anderson, 1989) . In the hospital setting, the senior nurse

administrator typically is responsible for the largest
administrative unit in the organizatÍon and manages the

largest nu¡nber of employees (Scaizi and Anderson, 1989) .

The senior nurse adrninistrator has authority and

responsibility for the nursing department, is an equal

mem.ber of the organizationts administrative tean and

administers the nursing department (The Ad Hoc Conmittee on
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Nursing Administration, 198B) ,

The El-ement of Caring in AdminÍstration

The search for evidence of caríng in administration was

complicated by two probfems. First/ caring and

administtation are terms that seem to have no point of
convergence. The focus of administration on the processes

of planning, organizing, directing and controlling and the

enphasis in human caring on intuition, socia.I obligation and

equality (Nyberg, 1993) puts them at opposite ends of a

continuum. Other than recent writing ín the area of nursing
administration, the term "caring" is virtuall_y absent from

the administration literature.
A second difflculty in studying the concept of caring

in reLation to nursing administration is that "definitions
of caring and measures of role enactment involving caring
have not been weÌl developed" (Nyberg, 1993, p. 17). The

original. intent of the review of the adrnj.ni stration
Literature was to determine if the concept of carj.ng was

addressed and how it was represented. The absence of a

well-devel-oped definition of caring and an accepted

description of caring behaviours has made the search for
evidence of caring in the administration literature a

difficult one.

Based on the findings fron the caring literature, it
was decided to use the following concepts as evidence of
caring in administration: 1)ernphasis on interpersonal
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sel f-actual i zation. Evidence of terms such as ,,trustr,,
"empathy", "interest infi concern about,, and ,,respectr are
identified as indicators that caring is important in the
adninistrative process, and 2)a humanistíc orientation, that
is, an emphasis on people rather than thingsi a valuation of
people in terms of hunanness and placing a premium on human
needs (KoLdjeski, 1990); a conmitment to human dignity and
integri ty .

cterized bv
nutual growth and sel f-actualÍ zation

"An organization is a col-lectÍon of peopJ.e working
toqether under a division of labor and hierarchy of
authority to achj-eve a conmon goar" (sultivan and Decker,
L992, p, L2). Within an organization, the division of
labour and the authority structure determine the
communication system and Lines. Thonas, Ward, Chorba and
Komiega (1991) have identifled a number of organizational
culturaL styres. Two of these have particul-ar rerevance to
the discussion here: the seL f_actual i z ing cuLture and the
affiliative cuLture. Organizations that have a seLf_
actual-i zing cufture

"va1ue creativity, quality over quantity, and both task
accomplishrnent and individuaf growth. Members are
encouraged to gain enjoyrnent from their work, develop
thernselves, and take on new activities,, ( p114) .
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Organizations that ptace high priority on constructive
interpersonaL refationships have an affiliative culture. In
these organizations, peopJ-e are "expected to be friendty,
open, and sensitive to the sâtisfaction of their work

grouprr (p. 11a).

There are a number of school_s of thought or approaches

to the structure and administration of organizations: l) the
cÌassicaf approach, 2) the neoclassical approach, 3)the
quantitative approach and, 4) the modern approach. Each

school of thought was examined to determine the presence of
an emphasis on interpersonal relationships characterized by

mutual seLf-actualization.

The classical approach to organizations deals with the
anatomy of the organization and is mainfy concerned with
efficiency through design (SulIivan and Decker, Igg2l .

Theorists who have contributed to cLassical organizational
thought include Frederick Taylor, Frank and Gillian cilbreth
and Henri Fayol. There is little evidence in the classical
approach of concern for interpersonal relationships and

certainly not ones that contribute to mutual growth and

se 1f-actual i zatÍon. Rather, the emphasis is on designing an

organization by subdividing the work, specifying the tasks
and fitting peopLe into the plan (SuIlivan and Decker,

19921 . The j.ndividual and the social dynamics of people at
work were not addressed (Hoy and Miskel, I9B2).

The neocLassical, human refations or behavioral
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approach emerged during the 1920s and 1930s (Bergeron, l-987;

Hoy and Miske1,19B2) Inportant contributors to this view of
organizations include Mary Parker Follet, Elton Mayo,

Douglas Mccregor and Chris Argyris. This approach placed

more emphasis on people, group behaviour, sociaL needs,

hurnan drìves and ambitions (Bergeron, 1987) than was seen in
the classical approach. The emphasis r^ra s on the use of
administrative techniques that showed concern for empJ-oyees,

believing that satisfying human needs leads to gains in
productivity. One major assumption, that "peopJ.e desire

social relationships, respond to group pressures, and search

for personal fulfilrnent", (Sul1ivan and Decker, 1992, p. L7l

may be evidence that this approach showed some concern for
interpersonaL relationships and perhaps relationships that
contributed to sel f-actual i zat ion.

The quantitative school of thought which grew out of
adminj.strative needs at the beginning of WorLd War II
emphasizes the use of mathematical rnodels to rnake decisions

and solve complex organizational problerns (Bergeron, LgBj;

Stoner, 19821 . t{hile this approach has had a great Ímpact on

the planning and controlling actÍvities in an organization,
it cannot deal effectively with the "people side of an

organization" (Stoner, 1982, p. 50) . Suffice to say, an

administrative approach that relies on mathematical forrnuLae

does not address interpersonal relationships that contribute
to mutual growth and seLf actualization. Caring is not a
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feature of this administrative schoot of thought.

The modern school of administrative thought focuses on

four distinct processes: process approach, systens approach/

situational approach and conparative management (Bergeron,

1987). The process approach to administration includes the
four functions of planning, organizing, directing and

controllingi all- are 'rinextricably linked to one another"
(Bergeron, 1987, p. 133) . In a ]ist of forty administrative
activities (Bergeron, 1987, p. 150) identified for the above

four functions, only one - giving feedback, coufd be

considered renoteLy related to interpersonaL relationships
within an organization.

The systems approach is based on the general systems

theory and incLudes inputs, processes, and outputs, all of
which are inf l-uenced by environmental- factors (Bergeron,

1987) . WhiJ-e "people" are identifíed as one of the inputs
to the system, there is no indication that they are any more

important than the other inputs: money. infor¡nation and

materiaLs. Neither are interpersonal relationships among

the peopJ.e in a system identified as being an important
feature of an organization.

Comparative nanagement came about as a result of an

interest by administrators and academicians in comparing

administrative practices and ski1ls among organizations and

countries (Bergeron, 1987) . Several studies and theories
have resu}ted, especially from a comparison of American and
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Japanese organizations. One of these, the Theory Z

framework described by WiLlian Ouchi (Bergeron, 1987),

identifies a number of organizational features which nay

pronote the development of interpersonal relationships that
contribute to personaJ- growth and self-actualization since

there is an increased consideration of individuals and their
needs ,

Humanistic orientation
9ihile administrators often proclaim that people are

their greatest resource, "the traditional approaches to the

managing of people do not focus on people as a resource, but
as problens, procedures, and costs" (Drucker, 1974, p. 308).

Argyris (1962) identified two value systems evident within
organizations: bureaucratic/pyramidal and

humanistic/denocratic, t^lhen humanj.stic values are adhered

to, people are treated as human beings and have the

opportunity to develop to their fullest potential. A

humani s tic-encouraging culture describes an organization
that is managed in a way that is participative and person-

centred (Thonas, Ward, Chorba and Kuaiega, 1991), In these

organizations "members are expected to be supportive,

constructive, and open to influence in their dealings with
one another" (Thomas, Ward, Chorba/ and Kumiega, 1991, p.

114).

There are at least three areas of skill required to
carry out the process of administration: technical skiLl_,
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human skill and conceptual skiLL (Hersey & Blanchard, lgBB) .

Human skill is the ability and judgernent to work with and

through people. fn a study by the Anerican Management

Associatj.on, cited by Hersey and Bl-anchard (1988), the

ability,to get along with people was rated as bej.ng more

important than the administrative abilities of inteLligence,
decisiveness, knowledge, or job skilLs. people skills, as

Bergeron (1987) calls these hunan skiIls, involve
rrthe ability to be understanding, to motivate
positively, to provide drive and a feeling of
accomplishment, to get along with people, to blend

action with finesse, to be emotional.ty stable, and to
get satisfaction frorn work and working with peopJ.e"

(p. 7BB) .

The hunan ski1ls of adrninistrators are important regardl-ess

of their leveL within the organization (Hersey & BLanchard,

I98B¡ KaLz, 1987).

Administrators need to be more concerned with releasing
human potential to achieve organizational goals than with
organizing, controlling and directing peopte to this end

(Bergeron, 1987). Porter-Otcrady (1986) agrees, advocating

a change in the administrator's roÌe from controlling,
directing, supervising and deciding to facilitating,
coordinating, integrating, and supporting. Since it is
people who deternine organizational success, adninistrators
need to be more sensitive to interpersonal relationships.
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Nursing administrators ain for a kind of partnership with
the empfoyees in which each can pursue personal meaning

while still supporting the organizationaL goals (Dunham,

1989) .

The Element of Carinq in Nursinq Administration
Characteristics Of The Caring Nurse Administrator

The llterature identifies a nunìber of characteristics
of the caring nurse adminÍstrator. These characteristics
fall rnainly into the areas of relationships with staff,
ability to recognize and bring out the potentiaL of
individuals, faciLitating the efforts of the nursing

department and development of seff awareness.

Caring nurse administrators are connitted to a

continuing refationship with the nurses and others who work

in the nursing department (Nyberg, 1989) . This relationship
is characterized by trust, openness/ honesty, fairness and

consistency (Nyberg, 1989; Brown, I99L; Dunha¡n, 1989;

Nyberg, 1993; Benner, Boyd, Thompson, Marz, Buerhaus &

Leininger, 1986) . The nurse adninistrator places a high
priority on asking the right questions, waiting patientl-y

for the answers, listening carefufly/ soliciting connents,

watching for nonverbal- cues, and seeking feedback (Nyberg,

1989; Evans, 1990; Nyberg, 1993; Benner, Boyd, Thompson,

Marz, Buerhaus & Leininger, 1986; Wells, 1993) . Caring by

the nurse administrator Ís expressed in part by empowering

nurses rather than holding power over them (Brown, 1991;
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Nyberg, 1993) . Power is redefined from being a finite
quality hoarded by the adninistrator to bej.ng infinite and

something which is given away (Dunham, 1989) . There is a

constant exchange of power in the refationship as the unique
contribution of the administrator and nurses are val-ued

(Brown, 1991; Dunham, 1989; Nyberg, 1993).

Caring nurse adrninistrators recognize the potential of
nurses in the nursing departnent and work to bring out this
potential (Nyberg, 1993; Nyberg, 1989) . This involves
getting to know the nurses in the nursing department,

recognizing their contributions, letting them know their
contributions are valued, inquiring about hopes, dreams and

future goa1s, and acknowledging successes (Nyberg, 1989;

Brown, 1991). Patience is a major expression of caring
communication by the nurse administrator (Wells, 1993) . The

work of self-actualization is a lifelong process and the
caring nurse administrator is able to wait patiently for
growth knowing that each individual has her own process,

tj.metabJ.e, and direction for personal_ growth (Brown, 1991;

We]Is, 1993) . " Co¡n¡nuni cat ion by the nursing administrator
that people are expected, and will be assisted, to develop
their full potentiaf is a strong nessage of caring" (Nyberg/

1989, p. 15) . Caring nurse administrators assisL, support
and facil-itate the activities of the nursing department and

its members, seeing themsel_ves as facilitators rather than
contro.llers (Evans, 1990; Brown¿ 1991). They priorize theÍr
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activities to allow time to keep in touch with staff rather
than retreating into business-like behaviour and

bureaucratic methods of managing by rules and poLicies
(Nyberg, 1989) . Ways of keeping in touch incl-ude making

daily rounds in the organization, dealing directly with
nurses, tafking with patients and families, and meeting with
nurses in their work areas rather than in the administrative
offices. Nurse adrninistrators are attuned to the concerns

of the nursing staff. They understand the need for nurses

to be craftsmen in their work and put in pLace nursing
systems that give nurses the opportunity to work

consistently with the same patients and to address the whole

task of nursing rather than isolated skiLls (Nyberg, 1993) .

Caring is incorporated into the patient cLassification
systems to ensure nurses have time to care (Evans, 1993) .

.Tob descriptions and associated performance appraisals are

written to communicate an emphasÍs on caring as a major

component of nursing and the nursing department (Evans,

1990). Nurses are encouraged to be innovative and creative;
mistakes that are not I i fe- threatening are all-owed, knowing

that with mistakes, cornes learning (Nyberg, 1,993; Brown,

1991) .

Caring nurse adninistrators work at deveJ_oping their
own sense of self-esteem and self-confidence.

"The concept of caring requires that caring persons

have developed a strong sense of self-worth, feel cared
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for in their own lj-ves, and see themselves as having

something to offer others through the caring process"
(Nyberg, 1989) .

The need to have friends outside the organization and to
participate in Leisure activities should be seen as

important to the ínner stabilíty that contributes to the
abiì.ity to be a caring administrator (Nyberg, 1989) . Nurse

administrators seek s el f -ar^rareness by keeping themselves

open t.o learning in a1f circumstances (Dunham, 1989) .

Factors That Support A Caring Approach In Nursing

Administration

There is little evidence in the l-iterature of factors
that support a caring approach by senior nurse

administrators. This may be related to the fact that the

concept of caring has undergone Iirnited investigation and

that the J.inkage between caring and nursing administration
is a recent one.

One factor that is identified in the literature is
gender. HistoricalLy, women have held the rnajority of
senior admj.nistrative positions in nursing (Davidhizar,

1991) . Recentl-y/ authors have identified feminine

approaches to administration and leadership (Nyberg, L993;

Davidhizar, 1991; Lumby & Duffield, 1993; Helgesen, 1990) .

Femafe leaders have been found to value caring and

enpowerment of others (Helgesen, 1990) . Female leaders
focus on being accessible and heIpfuI, encouraging
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participation, sharing power and information/ promotíng

sel-f-worth of others, energizing others (Helgesen, 1990;

Rosener, 1990) . These approaches are ones which reffect
caring. Naisbitt and Auburdene (1990) believe that it is no

longer an advantage to a leader to have been sociafÍzed as a

man. Rather, "women may have a slight advantage because

they are not as J.ikely to have to unlearn o1d authoritarian
behaviour" (Nyberg, 1993, p. 14). As Nyberg (1993) states,
the female characteristics that are prevalent in nursing may

be val-uabl-e rather than a burden.

.4. second factor that may support the senior nurse

administrator's caring approach is the presence of an

administrative framework and an organizational environment

that makes caring possible. The shared governance model- is
an example of the practical application of caring by an

administrator, Shared governance is defined by Stichler as

an adminj.strative theory and practice "requiring
collaborative processes that balance power and provide for
reciprocation through communication and interpersonal
vaLuingr' (WeJ.ls, 1993, p. 349) . The objective of shared

governance as identified by porter-O'Grady is to "transcend
the frustrations and dependency experienced in a bureaucracy

by creating an environment in which nurses feef renewed and

satisfj.ed in their profession,' (t{elIs, 1993, p, 349) . As an

administrative approach built on the principles of
decentral i zat ion, democratic representation, shared power,
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empowerment, colLegial ând col_lective bonding and trust
(Wel-Is, 1993), shared governance ís línked to caring and is
seen as "a natural outcome of nurse administratorst caring
for staff nurses" (WeI1s, 1993, p. 36J.) .

Ä final factor which may support a caring approach by

the senior nurse administrator is the fact that she is a

nurse. rrThere is general agreement that nurses are caring
people; most are drawn to the profession for that reason"

(Barnurn, L994, p. 691 . Caring is the essence of nursing,

the central and unifying feature of nursing (Leininger,

1989) . Professionaf nurse caring is different from natural
caring and caring by other professions because it is learned

through formal- education in nursing as wel-l as through

professional role modelling and experj.ence (Green-Hernande z,

1991). The senior nurse administrator thus brings to the

role a naturaf and professional ability to care. The

concept of professional- caring provides a vision for nursing
around which not only practice and education can be

organized but administration as well (Green-Hernandez,

1991) .

Factors That Adversel-y Affect. .4, Caring Approach In Nursing

Ad¡nini stration
There are a number of threats to nursing's caring

philosophy faced daiLy by senior nurse adninistrators,
Miller (1987) identifies six professional and organizational
pressures which subvert the humanistic perspective in
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nursing administration. These incLude: 1) pressure from

heal-th administrators to adopt a totaL business ethic and

orientation to health care¡ 2l pressure from physicians to
pLace the major focus of nursing care on technological-

aspects ,of health care delivery, 3) pressure fron ancj_1Iary

health care professionals to linit the role of nurses in the
primary care of patients; 4) pressure from the organization
to decrease the processuaJ- aspects of nursing Ieadership and

managenent to speed up decision making and strategic
planning; 5) pressure from regulatory and third-party payer

agencies to emphasizes the efficiency of care effectivenessi
6) pressure from some nurses thenselves who seek more

advancenent opportunity, personal recognition and economic

gain before enhanced interpersonal patient care

opportunities.

The threats to the caring philosophy that are fel_t nost
acutel-y by the senior nurse administrator in the present
health care envirorunent are probably the pressures to adopt

a managerial ethic and orientation and the pressure to speed

up decision naking and strategic planning. The current
emphasis on cost contaínment, budgetary restraínt and

efficiency as the prinary concern of politicians,
bureaucrats and administrators and the need to develop

strategic plans to meet the goal of economic restraint have

resul-ted in an approach to the administration of the nursing
department that refl-ects a business perspective. The result
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is that the caring philosophy is virtually excluded.

EconomÍcs and caring do not have to be diametrical-Iy

opposed. fn fact, the future of health care and nursing

depends on our ability to attend to both realities -
economícs and caring (Nyberqf , 1991). Several authors have

developed modeLs to illustrate how caring and factors such

as economics can be considered together without seriousJ_y

challenging caring as an important value in nursing

administration. Valentine (1989) developed the Integrated
Model of Caring which illustrates the nature of caring,
forces which influence caring and the resulting effects on

marketing, professional satísfaction and health outcomes.

Ray (1989) proposed the Theory of Bureaucratic Caring to
address the need to blend traditional managenent views with
the nursing perspective. Caring is represented as a dynamic

interplay of structures that are both humanistic and

bureaucratic. The Integrative Model for Nursing

Administration developed by Nyberq (1990) is based on two

tl4pes of philosophical thought: the phys ical / scienti fic view

and the perceptual /human care view. The model concentrates

on the concepts of economics and human care since it is
Nybergrs belief that these are "the greatest driving forces
in nursing administration currently" (p. 75) .

Another factor which may adversely affect a caring
approach by senior nurse administrators is the

organizational- structure of their workpl_ace: the hospital.
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"Health care institutions are unique, conplex, social

institutions that have traditionally functioned as

bureaucracies" (Sullivan and Decker, 1992, p. 'l], . The

concept of bureaucracy is associated with the work of Max

Weber (1947) who saw this as the nost efficient form of

organization. A bureaucracy is characterized by 1) rules

that serve as the basis for organizationaL behaviour, 2l

dívision of labour which determines specific areas of

competence and authority to carry out functions within the

specific area, and 3) a hierarchical structure of

organization (Filey, House and Kerr, 1976) . The

bureaucratic organization of hospitals as well as nursingrs

foundations in religion, medicine and the military (SuIlivan

and Decker, 1992) mean that administration of the nursing

department is strongly hierarchical" and controlling.
Historically, nursing administrators have performed their
roLes in an authoritarian nanner (Dunham, 1989) .

Hierarchical lines of communication were clearly delineated

and were expected to be followedi control was all inportant
(Dunham, 1989) . While all of this may contribute to
efficiency, it "challenges historical nursing values rooted

in human caring" (MÍller, J-987, p. 12) and makes any

commitment to caring in the practice of nursing

adminj-stration difficult. Characteristically, bureaucratic

organizational structures encourage caretaking rather than

authentic caring by nurse adminÍstrators (Brown, 1991).
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Caretaking is doing for others what they can and should be

doing for themselves (Brown, 1991). This type of caring has

also been referred to as "smothering" (Brown, 1991) and

"Mama Management'r (Manthey, 1990) because the administrator

is expected to know what is best for the subordinates and

the organization. Typically, the adninistrator sees

coworkers and subordinates as unabfe to function

independently and thus focuses efforts on nurturing and

overprotecting thern (EIIis & Hartley, 1991-) . While the

motivation of the administrator may be benevolent, it is a

nonproductive sty.l-e of management. "At the foundation of

caretaking behaviours is lack of trust in and respect for

both self and other" (Brown, 1991) . Caretaking inhibits
growth of individuals and the organization and may result in
unhealthy nodes of dependence for both (Brown, 1991, Ellis &

Hartley, 1991).

While sone bureaucratic structure is valuable in the

hospital organization, a balance is needed between a

centralized, bureaucratic structure and a decentralized,

adhocratic structure (Dunham, 1989) , It is only by

diluting the effects of the bureaucracy that nurse

administrators can effectiveJ-y act on their commitment to

caring as a value that must pervade al-l aspects of nursing,

íncluding the process of administration.

A final factor to be considered as one which adversely

influences a caring approach by nurse administrators is the
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conflict in the hospital organization that results from the

contrasting values of the dominant and subordinate cultures

of nedicine and nursing (Evans, 1990) . The conflict that

this creates is the confl-ict of care versus cure. It is no

secret that the health care system and the hospital

organization are patriarchal-, controfled by physicians who

hold alnost alf of the authority for, and economic controJ-

of, patient care. The prirnary focus is on the nedical model

of disease and cure as opposed to the nursing model of

health, illness, caring and healing. The result is the loss

of the "culture of caring" (WelLs, 1993, p. 350) within the

organi zation.

The Benefits Of A Caring Approach As A Basis For Nursing

Administration Practice

There is a call for caring to pervade all aspects of

the profession of nursing, including nursing administration,

and for nurse administrators to use a humanistic, caring

framework in their adrninistrative roles (Mil1er/ 1987; Ray,

1989) . Nyberg (1989) states "caring is both a philosophy

and a mifieu created in the organization. . ." (p. 15) and

the goals of establ-ishing this philosophy and milieu are

"meaningful relationships and the growth of people in the

organizational environment" (p. 15) . A caring rnode.I values

facilitation, coordination, integration and support (Porter-

O'Grady, 1986) .

There is strong support in the literature for caring as
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a basis for nursing administration. Evans (1990) identified

four major areas that are affected by the nurse

administrator's decision to value and promote caring. One

area is the nursing department. It is Evans'(1990) opinion

that when nurses take on administrative roLes, they do not

relinquish the ability to carei they continue to practice

nursing but with a different client focus. Their focus now

becomes the nursing department and their responsibility is

to "care for and support the nursing departnentrs

achievement of well--being. ." 1p. 168) . When caring is

valued within the nursing department' nurses should

experience increased sel-f-esteem, motivatíon and job

satisfaction and as a result there should be decreased

turnover and increased retention of nursing staff (Ray,

198L; VaLentine, 1-989; Evans, 1990) . A caring environment

hel-ps enployees achieve full potential; an organÍzation

cannot afford to support nonproductive employees (Dunhan &

Klafehn, 1990) .

The individual or patient is affected by the nurse

administrator's caring approach. If caríng provides the

basis for aIl nursing actions then the environment in which

nurses work nust support caring (Morse, 1990) . The Canadian

Nurses Association (1988), in its philosophical statement

about nursing administration, identifies the concept of

caring as inherent in nursing administration activities and

it is through the complex processes of administration that
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the caring values of nurses are protected. When the nurse

administrator values caring, and enacts caring in her own

work, nurses are more likely to treat patients in a caring

manner (Nyberg, 1993; Dunhan & Fisher, 1990; Nyberg, 1989) .

"There is theoretical and ernpirical evidence to indicate

that caregivers themselves cannot inpart caring unless they

themselves are cared for and/or are part of a caring

environment" (Benner & Wrubel, 1991, p. 6l-). WelIs (1993,

p, 347) bel-ieves that "nursing adninistrators can care

indirectly for patients by nurturing a caring reLationship

between themsel-ves and staff nurses. " The impact of caring

on the patient is ernotional wellbeing, compliance with

treatment regimes, reduced infection rates and reduced

J-ength of hospital stay (Valentine, 1989) .

A third area affected by the nurse admínistratorts

caring approach 1s the health care setting or the hospital
(Evans, 1990) . With the increased enphasis on cost

containment and competition within the heal-th care

environment, hospital-s will identify high quality patient

care as one of the najor things they can offer the consumer

(Buerhaus, 1986) . HÍgh quality patient care is nore 1ikely
in a nursing department that values caring. Thus, the

decision by the nurse administrator to value caring can

result in the hospital's improved public image, increased

consumer choice and satisfaction and increased occupancy

rate (VaJ-entine, 1"989; Evans, 1990) .
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Fina]ty, the nurse administrator hersel-f will be

affected by her decision to value and denonstrate a caring

approach (Evans, 1990) . While it is acknowledged by Evans

(1990) that there is the potential to experience negative

outcomes, the nurse administrator may experience the same

effects experienced by all nurses who work in a caring

environrnent: increased self-esteem, motivation and job

satisfaction (Ray, 1981 ) .

Leadership

Definition of Leadership

AccordÍng to Bennis and Nanus (1985), "Ieadership is
the most studied and Least understood topic of any in the

social sciences. . ." (p. 20) and in spite of the many

investigations our overall understanding ì-s incomplete and

inadequate. Leadership is "the process of influencing the

activities of an individual or group in efforts toward goal

achievement in a given situation" (Hersey & Blanchard,

1988, p. B6) . As well as infl-uencing, leadership involves

guiding, teaching and directing (Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Ellis
& Hartley, 1991) . Leadership is an interpersonal process

(SulJ-ivan & Decker, 19921 .

In defining leadership, nost authors acknowledge a

difference between administration and leadershj-p.

Administration is "a special kind of leadership in which the

achievernent of organizational goal-s is paramount.rr (Hersey

& Blanchard, 1988, p. 5) Whife administration refers to the
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process of planning, organizing, directing, and controlling

to meet organizational goals, leadership is an interpersonal

process i-nvolving behaviours and strategies to influence

individuals and groups toward setting and attaining goals

(Sullivan & Decker, 1'9921 . A leader focuses on the

emotional and spiritual resources of an organizatíoni an

administrator focuses on the physical resources of an

organization (Bennis & Nanus/ 1985) . A leader does not

necessarily occupy a formal posítion within the

organizational hierarchy while an administrator does

(Bergeron, 1987) .

The Elenent of Caring in Leadership

As with the adninistration literature, the l-iterature

on l-eadership was reviewed to determine if the concept of

caring was addressed and how it was represented. The two

najor indicators of caring used were emphasis on

interpersonal relationships characterized by nutual growth

and seÌf-actualization and a humanistic orientation.

The Iiterature addressing leadershj-p is diverse and

voluminous, replete with studies and theories on leadership

styles, approaches and characteristics. In general-, the

literature does indicate that there are two distinct
categories of Ieader behaviour: one concerned with

production and task ach.ievement and one concerned with

people and interpersonal- relatlons (Hoy & MiskeI, I9B2l ,

Whil-e the term "caring" is not evident in the general
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Iiterature on leadershíp, the leader behaviours concerned

with people and interpersonal relations best reflect the

indicators of caring,

Caring is an energing thene in the nursing Iiterature

on leadership. Caring was identified as an inherent part of

leadership behaviours of senior nurse administrators

(Hyndman, 1993). Their "caring vras grounded in a

relationship based on mutual- respect, trust, and reciprocal

appreciation" (p. 181). Caring was demonstrated by "being

there for staff", building interpersonaL relationships,

being staff advocate and acting as a buffer to "take the

heat off" staff (p. 181). In a study reported by Dunham and

Fisher (1990), strengths of excellent nurse leaders were

identified. One of the strengths was peopfe skills which

were sunmarized as being good conmunicators, having good

interpersonal skilLs, knowing hovr to speak as well as Listen

and incLuding others j.n their plans.

Trans formational leadership is one leadership approach

that reflects caring in that interpersonal relationshj-ps,

personaJ. growth and a humanistic perspective are evident.

Three factors underly trans formational leadership:

individuaf consideration, intell-ectual stimufation and

charisma (McDaniel- & Wol-f , 1992) . The trans formatj.onal

l-eader demonstrates individual consideration when she pays

attention to enployees, dernonstrates an understandÍng of the

unique situation of each employee, and supports goals and
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behaviours that promote growth (McDaniel & !vol-f , 1'9921 .

The trans formational leader demonstrates charisma when she

is abfe to inspire in others a feeling of trust, confidence

and aspíration to achieve more than they originally thought

possible (McDaniels & WoLf, L9921 . The trans fornational-

teader provides intellectual stimul-ation when she supports

the employee in assessing and solving probLens creativeLy

rather than by strict adherence to polícy' Questions and

challenges are not viewed as insubordination but as

opportuníties to develop and enlarge the autonomy of the

professional nurse (McDanieJ- & l{oIf, 19921 .

Caring is also reflected in visionary leadership (Nanus

19921 . The job of the visionary Leader consists of being a

direction setter, change agent, spokesperson, and coach

(Nanus, L9921 . It is acknowledged that any one of these

alone does not mean effective visionary leadership,

Effective visionary leadership invoLves a shared purpose/

ernpowered people, appropriate organizational changes and

strategic thinking (Nanus, 19921 . The vision that is a

major focus of this leadership approach, creates the Ímage,

goals and hopes for the future in an organization and is the

driving force behind present and future decision-making

(Wells, 1993) . Estabfishing a vision is a key area in

which caring occurs (WeIIs, 1993) . Each person's thoughts,

values, beliefs, and ideals are heard and when possible, are

incorporated into the vision. The resulting vision nust be
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one that attracts commitment and energizes peopfe,

establishes a standard of exceÌlence and creates meaning in
employeesr lives (Nanus, L9921 .

A criticaL resource to a leader is power and the way in
which the Ieader uses power can communicate caring. There

is a strong theme of caring in the literature related to
empowerment. According to Vogt and Murrell (L990),

empowerment means to enable, affow or permit. It is both

self-initiated and initiated by others. Enpov¡erment "is an

act of building, developing, and increasing power through

cooperation, sharing, and working together." (p. B)

Empowerment is an interactive process that enlarges rather

than redistributes the power. Authentic caring Ís expressed

in part by enpowering others in the organization (Brown,

1991). Expressing caring through enpowerment invol-ves

valuíng the unique contribution of each person, expecting

people to work together to seek solutj.ons to mutual probJ-ems

and trusting and valuing compet.ence (Brown, 1991) . Hyndman

(1993) found that senior nurse administrators demonstrated

caring by empowering their staff by "educating, encouraging

coll-aborative decision naking, inspiring confidence, and

praising efforts of their staff in a spokesperson ro1e" (p.

t82) .

This chapter has presented a review of the literature
in the areas of caring and caring as it rel-ates to

Ieadership and nursing adrnini s tration. There ís a growing
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interest in the concept of caring but there j.s still- a

linited understanding of it. The literature review revealed

that caring can be viewed as a hurnan trait, an activity of

relationship which makes possible the growth of those

involved, a moral imperative that guides our actions, an

affect that extends from emotional involvement. with another

human being, and a therapeutic intervention unique in
nursing.

Caring is an emerging theme in the Iiterature on

administration and leadership. Transfornational l-eadership,

visionary leadership, and ernpowernent are examples of

approaches that reflect caring in that interpersonal

reLationships, personal growth, and the unique contributions

of indíviduals are valued.

There is evidence that caring is being examined as a

feature of nursing administration. Some characteristics of

the caring nurse administrator and benefits of a caring

approach in nursing adninistration have been identified.
This research may provide some ínsight into the importance

that nurse adminlstrators give to the concept of caring and

may contribute to an understanding of how they enact caring

in their practice of administration, what factors influence

a caring approach in nursing administration, and who

benefits from the nurse administrators' caring approach.
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CFTAPTER 3

THE STUDY PROCESS

I decided on this study because of my long standing

interest in the areas of administration and caring but I
admit to having had some nisgivings about actually
conducting the study. First, I envisioned having difficulty
findíng senior nurse administrators who would be willÍng to

be part of the study. At the time the interviews were about

to be undertaken, nursing existed in an environment charged

with change and uncertainty fuelled by health care reform in
the province. Much of the managenent of this change and

uncertainty was the job of senior nurse administrators.
Woul-d involvement in this study seem to then to be too

trivial to undertake? Second, I knew senior nurse

administrators' tine was a precious corunodity and was

concerned they may not be wiJ-ling or able to add one more

thing to their tightly scheduled lives. FinaIly, would

senior nurse adrninistrators be able to discuss caring? !{as

this a concept that they ascribed any importance to and was

it even an element of their practice?

My misgivings turned out to be unfounded. Al-1 senior

nurse administrators contacted to be part of this study

willingly aqreed to be invofved. Finding free time in their
busy schedules did prove to be a chaLl_enge, although not an

insurmountable one. In one case, after talking several

times with the senior nurse adrnini strator ' s secretary and
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being unsuccessful in fínding a mutually workable time/ the

secretary and I decided that it probably wasn't going to

work out and we ruled out the administratorrs involvenent in
the study. As it turned out, the senior nurse administrator

did want to be involved in the study and contacted me

hersel-f . She willingLy gave up the entire Saturday

afternoon of a beautiful Victoria Day long weekend so I
could interview her. Typically, intervier^rs took place at

the end of a busy day yet the senior nurse administrators

gave full attention to the questions for discussion.

All senior nurse administrators were abfe to discuss

the concept of caring with an awareness and knowledge of the

topic that was unanticipated. This is not to imply that the

discussion always cane easiJ.y. Caring is a difficuft
concept to describe and the senior nurse administrators had

some difficulty putting their thoughts into words when asked

to define the term. They did much better when asked how

t.hey demonstrated caring in their practice of nursing

administration and the result was a rich and meaningful

collection of exampJ.es which clearly pointed to an

understanding of caring. They were also able to identify
readiJ.y, factors that support and factors which Iimit their
ability to use a caring approach in their nursing

administration practice.

Face-to-face interviews were the primary means used to

gather data about the senior nurse administratorsr
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understanding of the concept of caring. I díscovered first
hand about the dífficulties ín using this method to gather

data. Initially, I was very íntent on asking every question

in the interview schedule and Ín the order in which they

were identified. The result was that the interview did not

fl-ow as smoothly as it might have and I was not able to give

my fuII attention to what the infornant was saying. I soon

reaLized that the interview schedule was best used as a

guide and when I dj-d this, the interviews becane more

informative and more peaceful, even enjoyable. In future
studies, I wouLd develop a much Iess structured approach to

the intervi.ew.

I also discovered that the pre-interview phase is
important but needs to include more than a discussion of the

study. With the first two interviews, the pre-interview
phase included introductions and a discussion of the study,

including its purpose, process and how the data would be

used. Then I began asking the first question which was,

"How would you define carj-ng?" Caring is not an easy

concept to define and the infornants were somewhat stlmied,

right at the beginning of the interview. In subsequent

interviews, I modified the pre-interview phase to incLude an

opportunity for the informants to talk briefly about their
jobs. Since this was something they were familiar with and

could Lalk about with ease, it helped to get the interview

started. Then when I asked then to talk about caring in
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their rol-e they were more able to define and describe it.
The interviews were al-so time-consuming, both to

schedul-e and conduct. I found it takes a great deal of

energy to conduct an ínterview and the interviewer should be

as rested and relaxed as possible. On one occasion I was

working out of town and had attended an emotíonal ly-charged

meeting before drivíng 200 kilometres to conduct an

interview. on another occasíon, the interview had taken a

particularly long time and was in conflict with another

conmitment. Both these situations emphasized to ne that the

best interviews happened when f was as rested and relaxed as

possibl-e.

The disadvantages outlined above however are outweighed

by the major advantage discovered during this process, I
found that one of the prime advantages to using the face-to-

face interview as a research method was that it gave me the

opportunÌty to enter the world of the informant and this
world provided ínteresting data, While waiting to interview

one nurse adninistrator, I noticed that the wal-l- of the

corridor outside her office was covered with photographs

depicting nurses at work in various settings within the

organizatíon. The captions under the pictures described the

caring work of nurses in a professional and respectful way,

I interpreted Lhis as a public expression of pride in the

work of nurses and it gave me a sense that patients and

nurses were probably the focus of the activities of the
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nurse adminístrator and the nursing administration

department.

In the office of another senior nurse administrator, the

walJ- was covered with articles and pictures about new things

that were happening in the organization. Although I was not

able to read and fook at them all, many focused on health

promotion programs in which nurses had unique roles. I
believe this illustrated an aspect of caring which involves

encouraging people, in this case nurses, to be the best they

can be.

I interviewed one senior nurse adninistrator in her

home and while we talked she expertly divided her attention
between the interview and the needs of her three children.

V,latching this gave me some notion of the human, calm, and

carj-ng way she must approach the varied and complex

activities and people she encounters in her rol-e as senj.or

nurse administrator.

At the end of one interview, the seníor nurse

administrator rushed away to one of the wards to personally

present an award of merit to one of the nurses. This was a

tangible indication that, Lo this senior nurse

administrator, nurses and their work were inportant.
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CTAPTER 4

DEFÏNING AND DEMONSTRÀTING CARING

"Participants¡ experiences are the findings in
qualitative researchi therefore, it is essential that they

be reported from the perspectíve of those who have lived
them" (Streuber & Carpenter, 7995, p. 1,21 . This chapter

presents the research findings rel-ated to the senior nurse

administratorsr definition of caring and how they

demonstrate caring in their practice of nursíng

administration. In this and subsequent chapters/ the

informants' quotes and commentaries wiIl be identified using

the assigned numerical code and the abbreviation SNA (senior

nurse administrator) .

Definíng Caring

The informants in the study were asked how they would

define caring as a senior nurse administrator. Reflected in
their answers were three nain themes: concern for patíents,

concern for staff, and trust and respect.

Concern for patients

Four of the senior nurse administrators stated that in
their roIe, caring means being concerned about patients.

They see the patient as the focus of all that they do. This

was probably expressed nost passionately by the informant

who stated

... the reason we are here and in existence is the
client (patient) and for no other reason. [n]e don't
need secretarj.es, housekeepers, anybody eIse, unless
there is the client and the client is the centre of our
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existence (SNA 22-21 .

As the same informant pointed ou.t, even when invol-ved

Ín an activity such as policy development, consideration

must be given to how this policy may impact on the patient.

We were discussing abuse policies at the managenent
cornmittee and my coÍunent was that this should go to the
resident council. No one else would thi-nk of that.
They would be thinking of the 1ega1 aspects, etc. My
perspective is, what do the patients themselves think
of this, and sonetimes people are a little reticent
because they want to put things through without thepatients. Vlel1, not without them, but it is not their
first mode of operation, whereas for me, everything
comes back to, how will it affect patients first, staff
second. I could not abandon that because I would not
see a reason to be in heal-th care if Ít wasnrt for thepatient first (SNA 22-21 .

Another informant felt that there is a role for nurse

administrators in setting the stage for caring by

identifying caring behaviours and attitudes of peopLe in the

organization,

. .actual1y, the whoLe concept of caring starts from
the top of the organization where the organization
afong with the senior staff and its existing staff
define what the core vaLues or the expected behaviours
and attitudes of people Ín the organizations should be
(sNA 22-5) .

Caring means beíng an advocate for patients.

Caring to me is being an advocate on the part of the
cfient. Tt is meeting their needs j-n consul-tation with
them. ...neeting their needs in a way that is
satisfactory to them (SNA 22-2).

Caring neans being concerned about the other person's

comfort, not just in a physicaÌ sense but in a holistic way,
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SNA 22-6: I think rea11y being concerned about the
other person's comfort to me is a very strong
caring att.ribute.
Interviewer: Physical comfort?
SNA 22-6: No, no, the whoLe comfort. It is hard to be
caring if you are not concerned about the other person,
who they are, where they are coming from, where they
are going. That to me is one of the strongest pieces.

The concern for patients extends to trying to ensure

that the best possible nursing care is being given, everyone

working together within existing resources.

Concern for staff
The senior nurse administrators also recognized the

importance of being concerned about the staff. One

informant stated "an important consideration is the people

that do the caring out there" (SNA 22-3). It was recognized

that as well as caring being the physical, psychosocial and

spiritual relationships with patients, it is also "the way

professionals and other peopl-e within the organization treat
each other; the consideration, the support as necessary, the

touching" (SNA 22-5) . Concern for the staff also means

giving them opportunities for growth or in the words of one

informant, "trying to bring peopl-e to their highest Level of
functioning" (SNA 22-2) . Empowerment was identified by two

administrators as being a caring way to make this possible.

Empowernent. That's the word here. I always give
people the benefit of the doubt and treat them as they
are going to be capabJ.e of doing their job. Myresponsibility is to facilitate, but Let them do theirjob (sNA 22-41 .

Right now, I am tryj-ng to move into a new empowerment
model and I think it is so exciting. If we can startgetting rid of some of our traditional- hang-ups ( re:
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hierarchícal positj.ons)and focus on the patient, on the
abilities of the nurse, and free up people to do it,
that is a caring nodel (SNA 22-61 .

Trust and respect

Some senior nurse adrninistrators felt it was difficult
to separate trust and respect frorn caring, ". . if you

care/ you trusti if you trust, you respect; and if you

respect, you care" (SNA 22-5) . One informant viewed caring

as respect for people and their abilities and in relation to
this saw her role beÍng to facilitate the work of others.

She afso believed that part of caring is allowing people to

make mistakes.

So caring is respect for the person, respect for their
abilities, alloh'ing them to nake mistakes and when they
make mi.stakes donrt tronp all over them. Point it out
to them and say, 'Okay, what are we going to do about
it?r Itrs not lingering on the mistakes, it's rnoving
on (sNA 22-4).

Another informant stated that caring means being

patient with people and theÍr ideas and being nonjudgemental

in interactions wíth them,

Additional thouqhts

In addition to the above thernes, informants defined

caring as rrcompetence in making the right decision" (SNA 22-

5) and trying to understand where the other person is coming

from. It was acknowledged by two adninistrators that there

are behaviours that may be thought to be caring but are not

authentic caring. One informant referred to this as

I'convoluted forns of caring" (SNA 22-5) .



. . . sometimes caring can
of control, rI am going to
so this won't happenr . But
best thing to do. So
convol-uted forms of caring
defined as well (SNA 22-5) .
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al-so take the form
control and keep you safe
that's not necessarily the

there are still some
and naybe that needs to be

The other informant indicated that caring is not

"imposed caring" (SNA 22-2) but a "combined effort with you

and the client" (SNA 22-2).

Demonstrating Caring

The senior nurse adrninistrators' responses to the

questions related to how they demonstrate caring in their
practice resulted in an extensive list of behavíours. For

the purpose of this discussion, the behaviours are presented

in the fol-lowing groupings: maj.ntaining a patient-centred

focus, developing relationships with nurses, recognizing and

bringing out potentiaL in nurses, being visible,
facilitating the work of nurses, and modelling caring.

Maintaining A Patient-Centred Focus

Five of the senior nurse administrators indicated that
an important way they demonstrate caring is to keep j.ssues

and activities ín the organization focused on the patient.
One inforrnant fel-t that j.t was particularly important that
she be invoLved in the developnent of the organization's
mission statement, organizational structure, goals,

objectives, policj.es, and procedures to ensure that valued

concepts such as caring were entrenched and the patients'
interests were central .

I assisted in developing core documents, such as the
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mission statenent, that are essential to ensuring that
those kinds of concepts such as empor^¡erment of patients
were included. The creation of core documents that
will ensure that the client is centraL and caring and
empowerment are enshrined and you never lose sight of
that vision (SNA 22-2) .

This same infornant felt it is essential to ensure that

a framework is in pJ.ace to support the values of

professional nursing practice.

. .developing policies and procedures that ensure
quality (nursing) care is provided to clients is
another najor role. You nay not be the person that
provides the direct (nursing) care but you r,¡ant to make
sure that (nursing) care is provided within a framework
that supports the kinds of concepts you believe in and
that is done through philosophies, goals, objectives,
and practices at the bedside (SNA 22-2) .

As well, incfusion of patients as part of conmittees

and groups was seen to be a way of ensuring the

organizationrs focus was not Ìost. This is important

because ". . . they are the receivers of that care and

should have a say in how the care is delivered. " (SNA 22-51 .

For another infornant, preserving a focus on the

patient when planning new prograns or facilities is
inportant.

To me, caring comes in rÍght at planning. When you
plan anythj.ng, you have to think in terms of the people
who are going to be using it. (SNA 22-3)

She iflustrated this by stating that it is not just enough

to have a progran to administer chemotherapy to people with

cancer but consideration must be given to what t.he

environment is Iike and what comfort and privacy measures

are possibJ.e. This same administrat.or also supports nurses
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when they advocate for the development of birthing roons

rather than traditional labour rooms and the ínplementation

of improved prograns for pain control for terninaLly iI1
peopl e ,

One informant spoke of maintaining a patient-centred

focus by reaching out to the corununity to determine with the

cornmunity what the health needs are and then developing

programs to address these needs.

We have extended ourselves into the conmunity. We have
identified a catchment area and net vrith stakeholder
groups in this catchaent area. We have provided then
with feedback on suggestions that they have rnade to us
as to what they felt we needed to provide to them as an
organization. The new progran introduced today is a
response to what our conmunity has tol-d us they would
like to see. Another new program will be corning on
board in a couple of weeks and thatts a response to
community request as wel1. So we are demonstrating
that hie heard you, we care about what you told us (SNA
22_51 .

She felt this denonstrated that the organÍzation is
interested in the people it serves and not only did they

hear what the community said but they acted on this as well.
This indicated that, for this organization, "caring is not
just a word on a page" (SNA 22-5) .

FinaIly, an inforrnant stated that when changes are

discussed by the Board of Management or the administrative

team of the organization, she ensures that the patient is
reflected in the discussion. In her view, "the patient has

to come first" (SNA 22-6) .

Developing Refationships With Nurses

A second way the senior nurse administrators
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demonstrate caring is by the rel-ationships they develop with

the nurses they J.ead. Virtually all- the senior nurse

administrators referred to relationships with staff when

discussing ways they demonstrate caring in their practice.

One informant felt it was inportant that she demonstrate to
peopfe that she appreciates then.

I think that if you don't make staff feel they are
important, needed or you appreciate them, they can
becorne very unhappy with what they are doíng and in
turn/ I guess this unhappiness can be reflected in
their caring for others (SNA 22-I).
Another stated she tries to take care of her staff so

they can go out there and care for the patients.

I think when you wafk down the hall- you try to talk to
each staff nember, to acknowLedge thern. Certainly rnost
staff will not waJ-k up to the nursing administrator's
offÍce. So when you go out on those (nursing) units
you definitely have to nake sure that you are very
conscious that you are caring about them, even by
recognj-tion (SNA 22-3) .

This informant also identified a number of ways she

de¡nonstrates that she cares about the staff.
Trying to call them by name, trying to remember
inportant things about the¡n and their families, trying
to keep your door open so they can have access to you,
encouraging the institutj.on to plan actj-vities to
recognize them at feast as a whole, recognizing the
value of things they believe in, for exanple unionism
which is very strong these days, so it is not an
antagonistic role. Those kinds of things. It is more
difficult in the fast few years than it has been in thepast (SNA 22-31 .

All informants indicated they prefered a relationship
with staff that was less forrnal and more personal. This was

expressed well by the informant who stated

I am not a formal person. They can come and take me to



coffee if they want. Or,
if they have an issue they
(sNA 22-5) .
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they can see my door open and
can come in and talk to me

The terms used most frequently by the senior nurse

administrators when describing their relationships with

staff were open and honest, trust, and respect. Some senior

nurse administrators talked about an open and honest

refationship with staff. This was described by one

ínformant as a relationship ín which nurses could feeL free

to discuss concerns with the administrator.
I would like to think that I create a feeling of
openness, in other words, if they have a concern,
they can come and discuss it freely with myself, That
has happened a fot (SNA 22-L) .

Another informant stated that an open and honest

refationship neant she did not have any hidden agendas, is
open to challenges and fikes to hear othersr ideas. She

doesn't ¡¿ant people to agree with her if they don't.
I believe in being very open, very honest. I don't
have hidden agendas. I welcome people to challenge me.
I l-et people know that I prefer to be chaLlenged. I
donrt want people agreeì.ng wíth me, I like to hear
their ideas Openness, I guess/ really Ís the
main part of it, Sonetines I get into a bit of trouble
because I am so open, that I think they find it very
disarming. ltrs a bit of a shock (SNA 22-5) .

For another informant, an open and honest reJ.ationship

with her staff means she tells them up front how she

operates and what they can expect. In particular, she

stated that she not onl-y tells people how she deafs with

mistakes but afso demonstrate this so they can feeJ-
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confident that when they do make a mistake, they know it
can be worked out together. As a result, peopl-e are more

likely to bring potentiaf problems for discussion. She also

referred to relationships in which people feel free to
express. their thoughts to her.

. I donrt $¡ant then to feel they cantt say what
they feel. If they disagree with me, disagree with me.
I know that is a forte I have. People in various jobs
say 'I aJ-ways feel comfortable, I cän tel-l you whai I'm
thinkì.ng' I'm very up front with people. I say
this is how I operate. We talk about making nistakes
but talking isnrt as good as seeing it, so the first
time they do it they see how I react and then they gain
confidence that they're not going to be trounced on,
werre going to work it through. What I find is that
people bring a problen before it happens... (SNA 22-41 .

Some informants spoke of having an 'ropen door"

approach, for example,

We have formal meetings once a ¡nonth but in bet\^¡een
tines I teIl them if they need to see me, just cal.l or
come to my offÍce. I want to keep the communication
flowing (SNA 22-4).

The term trust was al-so used when describing

refationships with staff. One infornant stated sirnply that
she trusts the nurses she Leads because they are

professionals.

I trust them. I believe in then because they are
professionals. I know that they have a code of ethics,
I have a code of ethics (SNA 22-5) .

She encourages them to make decisions based on their
professional judgement and to use organizational policies as

guidelines in this process. If a wrong decision is made,
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this is viewed as an opportunity for discussion and growth.

Another informant stated she tries to establish

trusting relationships by showing willingness to l-isten and

by working together with people in making decisions. One

informant expressed trust as giving people the benefit of

the doubt and not scrut.inizing them all the time. She felt
her role is to faciLitate and support the work of nurses.

I give people the benefit of the doubt to start with
and I don't al¡rays scnltinize them because I aLways
think they know better, they should have done better,
and they can do better (SNA 22-4).

Respect in relatj.onships with staff was identified by

three senior nurse administrators. This was probably best

described by the informant who stated that she treats people

in a way that lets them know they are capable of doing their
j ob.

Recognizing .And Brinqing Out Potential In Nurses

Recognizing potential in individual staff members is
seen to be a chaLl-enge, especially in Iarge organizations

and in those which have many organizational layers. As one

infornant stated, you have to get to know staff well and

even then, it is the administrator's own perception of the

nurse's abilities and as a result, opportunities to bring

out individuaf potential may be missed.

I think you have to know them very well and know their
abilities. But again, what I know about sonebody is
Iinited to my own perception. You're limited to what
your own perception is telling you. So you may miss
something and may not be abfe to bring out a potential
that's there simply because you miss it or your
perception doesn't know that it's there. But you can
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onl-y go on what you knov¿ (SNA 22-4).

This sane infornant felt that experience has helped her to
become good at judging an índívidualrs potential.

One informant stated that she did not have "a

scientific way" (SNA 22-61 oî recognizing potential but she

too felt her rnany years of experience in her role has given

her a sense for sorting out peopJ.es' potential. Spending

tine with an individual helps her to know where their
strengths Iie. Another informant indicated she has an

intuitive sense of what peoplet s abilities are,

AIl the senior nurse adrninistrators identified e¡ays

they attempt to help nurses work toward achieving their
highest potential . Giving credit where credit is due was an

important theme in this regard. In one organization a Nurse

Recognj.tion Day is planned during the annual- nationaf Nurses

Week. This special day has an educationaÌ focus and the

goal is to help nurses feel good about themselves. Coffee

break or l-unch is provided for nurses and prizes are awarded

for achievements by nurses. This sane organization hol-ds

monthly nursi.ng grand rounds presented by nurses; every

effort is nade for as many nurses as possibfe to attend.

Some senior nurse adninistrators give nurses opportunities

to serve on conmittees, become involved in projects, and

attend conferences with the goal of developing or expanding

on their abilities.
Dealing in a constructive way with errors made by staff
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was seen as another strategy to help people to grow. As

one informant stated, one way administrators may help people

to grow may be to give them the opportunity to make

mistakes, knowing that "we will pick you up, brush you off,
we'fl talk about j-t and push you back out there" (SNA 22-5) .

whiLe it is important that people know when they have made

errors and be made aware of the effects of their behavÍour,

it is also important to offer assistance and to reinforce

the positive rather than criticize the negative.

One inforrnant said simply, "I believe in them" (SNA 22-

4) when asked how she brings out potentiaL in the nursing

staff. She also pointed out the importance of having

patience with staff; while she can point out areas for
growth and ¡nake opportunities available, it is they who must

do the changing and growing and sometimes that takes time.

Another informant stated she puts an emphasis on the area

that she would like to see a person continually improve in

with the goal being "a successful person, a happy person, a

person who feeLs they have contributed,,. " (SNA 22-51 .

Encouraging nurses to continue their education was also

identified as a way to help people work toward achieving

their highest potentiaL. For one informant, this meant nore

than acknowledging the need for higher education. She

assisted then to find information about availabl-e courses,

helped them to access bursaries or other sources of money,

kept in touch with then whiLe they are taking a course, and
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sometimes even helped them to fÍnd J.iving accommodations if
they must move away to attend a course of studies.

Facifitating The Work Of Nurses

The senior nurse administrators acknowLedged that they

have a role in facilitating the work of nurses and they

addressed this in a number of different ways. Representing

the interests of nursing within the hospital's management

team is one way they identified to achieve this. One

informant indÍcated "I can be quite a pest if I have to"
(SNA 22-L) in order to support the nurses' need for
equipment, educational sessions, or support sessions.

Another way the informants indicated they support the

work of nurses is by ensuring they have good workíng

conditions. This incl-udes naking sure the workplace is
safe, taking the issue of nurse abuse seriousLy, and

following up on reported incidents of abuse.

I certainly try to make sure that we have good working
conditions for thern. We were the fj_rst hospital to
take this business of nurse abuse seriously and developpolicies and do follow-up with the people who have beeñ
abused. No one gets away with abuse, nurses are
prepared to report it. It gets followed up to the
letter, by golly. That is something I can do from thisoffice and I donrt think sometimes nurses realize that
they have a very strong advocate in this chair (SNA 22-
6).

Additional ways of promotíng good working conditions for
nurses identified by this senior nurse adrninistrator include

ensuring they receive proper benefits related to illness and

leaves of absence and ensuring newly graduated nurses are
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not pLaced in the situation of needing to be "in charge"

when they are unfamiliar with the hospital
Three senÍor nurse administrators indicated they

introduced new organizational model-s as a neans to

facifitate and support the work of nurses. These were

identified as shared governance, self-governance, and

empowerment, In these models, the role of the senior nurse

administrator is envisioned differently. As one informant

indicated, rather than seeinq herself at the top of a

hierarchy, she views herself as part of the nursing tean

with the patient as the central focus. fn her organÍzation,

nursing j.s now being represented on aIÌ key corunj-ttees and

nurses who serve on these committees get at least straight
time back if they attend meetings on their days off. As

weJ-I, nurses are now invoLved ín setting annual- objectives

for the nursing department. She articulated well the

potential power in a model such as this in facil-itating the

work of nurses.

(Prior to the introduction of the shared governance
model) . . , nurses were not weII represented, weren't
able to even articulate their role as a nurse within
the team. . There were no systems developed to fook
at (nursing) care, skills, updates, naking sure the
nurses felt confident in the care they were gj-ving and
could aspire to. There was no input on the part of
nursing staff into the thÍngs that the organization had
envisioned. There were no staff nurses on any of the
cornrni.ttees, etc. So for the first few years, we
developed both the administrative and clinical domains
by setting up good systems for the nurses so that they
knew they were doing a good job and were they werenrt
doing a good job, persisted in doing better. f am
talking about quality monitoring. When we first
started, the quality assurance system was looking at
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things líke, were the bed wheels turned in and, did
they (patients) have ldenta-bands. We1I, now we
measure the nursing process, their documentation, and
outcomes so that we can ensure clients are receiving
the best We share all the results with the
nurses so that they can see they may not have done so
well at this point in time but that has improved over
time (SNA 22-21 .

Providing educational support is another way senior

nurse administrators facilitate the work of nurses, In one

organization, an annual workshop with a specific focus on

nursing is planned. In another, when educational needs are

identified, a resource such as a clinical nurse specialist
is brought in to assist nurses in developing specific
knowledge and skills in a articular area.

One infornant identified the íntroduction of a nursing

modeL as a basís for the practice of nursing as an important

!^¡ay she supported the work of nurses, stating, "I was

committed to growing and making nursing better and we became

a more caring nursing department because of it'r (SNA 22-6) .

FinaIly, the informants indicated they facilitate the

v¿ork of nurse by acting as their advocates and by organizing

events during the annual nationaL nurses week to celebrate

the work of nurses.

Being visible
All senior nurse adninistrators recognized the value of

being visibfe in the organization. One informant stated,

I think it j"s good for staff to see you on the wards
because otherwise, they don't think you care very much
about what happens in their respective areas (SNA 22-
1).
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Other reasons for being visible include an opportunj.ty

to observe how things are going, an opportunity to talk with

staff and patients, a reminder of the real reason we exist,
an appreciation for what the nurses are doing and the

problems and situations they have to deal with, and an

opportunity to model caring.

Three of the inforrnants achieve visibility by "making

rounds". One stated she rnakes rounds "on almost a daily
basis" (SNA 22-1) . One informant makes daily rounds,

visiting different nursing units each day to tal-k with

nurses and patients. She al-so has coffee and meal- breaks

with staff whenever possible and attends unit nursing

meetings when asked. Another informant makes rounds to

every nursing unit twice a month.

I make rounds twice a month on the (nursing) units and
either go with the head nurse or staff nurse, find out
how they are feeling, how the patient case load is
going. I introduce myself to a1I new admissions and
check in on patients who are on the report that comes
to the nursíng division. We talk about Lheir staffing,
those kinds of things. We set unit objectives every
year and we set department objectíves. I go out to the
(nursing) unit myself and present to the unit the
departmental objectives and answer alI the questions
from the staff, Whenever there is a major decision
being made, if it is sonething to do with government I
make the request that the CEO comes out to meet with
all the staff and go over that decision. If it is a
major departmental decision, I go out to the (nursing)
units and discuss it with the staff myself (SNA 22-2).

This same informant also makes rounds whenever she has

to ¡nake a major decision.

V,lhenever I have to make najor decisions, I usually do
rounds because I find it a very humblj.ng experience.
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It is easy nake cut and dried, sometimes hard decisions
in your office but if you don't go up and face the
peopfe who you are making these decisions for, I don't
think you make good decisions (SNA 22-2) ,

The three informants who do not nake regular rounds to

the nursing units try to achieve visibility through pl-anned

dialogue sessions with staff, seeing nurses at the many

coÍunittee meetings they attend and having an 'ropen door"

poLicy. These three administrators lament the fact that
they are not able to include regular rounds in their
schedule. This was best articuJ.ated by the informant who

stated she woufd like to be abLe to make rounds because

besides giving the opportunity to be more visible, it also

renews her focus and her purpose, "this is what we're here

for" (SNA 22-41 .

Modell-ing caring

Several- senior nurse admínistrators identified one way

they can demonstrate caring in their practice is by

modelling caring. For some informants, caring is nodelled

in their dj.scussions about issues rel-ated to patients and

staff. Some inforrnants nodel caring in one-to-one

interactions with patients and staff.
When I go up on the (nursing) units and when I am wj.th
patients, I touch then, it comes naturaJ.ly. When I
first híred one of the directors she was a bit stand-
offish and not friendly. I think when you come
into this environment where virtually everyone knows
each other, it nade her uncomfortable initially and it
took her a Long time to cross over. But now she
touches patients, talks to then, is warm and you can
see the outpouring of caring. She is interested in
people and she listens to people. V'le have people with
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strokes and eÌder1y peopLe, The way I present myself
is that I have all the time in the world for them,
regardless of what it is, and clients do come to see me
and talk to me (SNA 22-2) .

Another informant described her interactions with

nurses.

I love to laugh, I like to hear them 1augh. I believe
in people having a lot of fun while theyrre working.
There is certainly enough work to do, so l-et's have a
Lot of fun. I believe in being warm and caring. I do
a lot of hugging (SNA 22-5) .

ActÍng on the organization's philosophy is important to
one informant who stated "we canrt say we are an empowering

agency and then do nothing to show that" (SNA 22-2). As a

resu.It, she involves the staff in discussions of the need

for cost saving approaches by asking for their ideas and

giving them feedback that their ideas were listened to and

used. When issues arise, she attends nursing unit meetings

to discuss them face-to-face rather than rely on the chain

of cornmunication which may result in information being lost
or distorted.

Sunmary

This chapter has offered the research findings related
to the ways senior nurse administrators define and

demonstrate caring. The senior nurse administrators in this
study view caring as concern for patients and nurses and the

development of relatj-onships based on trust and respect.

Senior nurse administrators beLieve they denonstrate caring

by fostering a patient-centred focus in the organization,
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developing relationships wj-th nurses, deveJ.opj.ng strategies

to recognize and bring out individuaJ- nursers potential,

facilitating the work of nurses, being visible in the

organization, ând modelling caring.
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CHAPTER 5

THE CARING APPROACH

This chapter presents the research findings rel-ated to
factors that infLuence the senior nurse administrators r

caring approach and the benefits of a caring approach in the
practice of nursing administration.

Factors Influencing The Caring Approach By Senior Nurse

Administrators
In seeking to determíne the factors that influence the

use of a caring approach in their administrative practice,
the senior nurse administrators were asked to respond to
specific questions about factors that support and factors
that constrain a caring approach as weII as the inpact of
gender, nursing background, the differing values of nursing
and nedicine, and heaLth care reform.

Factors That Support A Caring Approach

When asked to identify factors that support a caring
approach in their role as senior nurse administrator, it was

evident that the infornants place high val-ue on support from
within the administrative structure of the organization.

I think the system has to alIow you to do that. you
have to have a CEO and an aùniniãtrative team that will
gl+oT tlgl approach,. If you have a group of peopte whothink, 'Oh, that's hogwash, forget it, wè don'' t èvenwant to hear it,,.well then, yoú are not golng to get
anywhere. I you have a team Èhat says, 'ótr yéafr. Éfrat
makes sense', and values ít (caring) as a vaiue in theorganization, then you have an opeñ gate. I think thatyoq lgeq an organizatÍon in which caiing is role
modefled.and people realize it is an irnþortant thing to
you (nursing) (SNA 22-21 ,

Two informants j.ndicated that the tone is set by the
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Board of Management v¡hich acts on a commitment to value

caring in the organization. Informants identified the CEO

of the organization as being a significant support in their
use of a caring approach; in the words of one informant, the

administrative head of her organization "exudes a caring

philosophy" (SNA 22-6) . Informants also j.dentified their
colleagues on the admínistrative team as an important factor
because if caring is valued by the other adninistrators in
the organization, it is more possible for the senior nurse

administrator to dernonstrate a caring approach. Sone

informants talked about the support they recej-ve from the

people they lead and how thj.s is important in sustaining

then in the continued use of a caring approach. Cornments

such as the "I have wonderfuÌ head nursesrr (SNA 22-3) and "f
have the best group Itve ever worked with - they're
wonderful" (SNA 22-4), helped me to understand how important

this support is.
Two informants identified the smafler si-ze of their

hospital as being a supporting factor since they were more

likely to know the staff and to have an open relationship
with other rnembers of the adninistrative team, In addition
to hospital size, the fl-at organizational structure of some

hospit.als was seen to be a factor supporting the use of a

caring approach. The informants fel-t this allowed then to

be c.Ioser to patients, famj-Iies, and staff and hel-ped them

to be more aware of what was happening in the organization.
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I think that something that does heLp me is the size of
our hospital - itrs not large. Also, the fact that we
don't have a complex organizational structure makes rne
more aware of what's real-ly happening in the place and
naybe brings more of a cfoseness with the people who
report directly to me (SNA 22-I) .

Age was identified as being an influencing factor. One

adminlstrator feel-s more comfortable with open colununication

within the managernent tean than when she was younger and is
more willing to take risks to represent nursing's interests
in the organi zation.

Maybe itrs the fact that I am older than I used to be.I didnrt feel as comfortable doing this years ago butit has gradually developed over the years and rnãybe asI get older and more experienced, f feel less
threatened in saying, "I arn unhappy about things" if
something does happen that I think is very
inappropriate. And these things do happen (SNA 22-1).
Experience was also identified; with experience comes

confidence in dealing wíth issues in a way that best

represents nursingrs interests. One informant identified
education as a factor since through education, senior nurse

administrators learn new nodes of management and leadership
and understand how behaviour impacts on the organization.
Final1y, working in an organization with a retigious
affiliation was identified as a supporting factor since this
creates a framework for thinking and decision naking that is
based on a commitment to serve people.

, it is an advantage to being in a reJ.igiouslyaffiliated organization because a lot of things I-havegotten done in the name of caring that I nay ñot have
been able to do in a secular organization (SWe 22-6) .
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Nursing Background

Four of the senior nurse adrninistrators agreed that
their nursing background has an impact on their ability to
demonstrate a caring approach in their administratj.ve

practice. These j.nformants felt that their nursing

background has a positive inpact because they better
understand the needs of the patients and why the

organization exists in the first place. In addition, caring
is seen to be part of nurses' thinking, behaviour and world

view.

I think so. The older I get, the more I realize what
an edge we have on this area of caring because of our
nursing background. The principles of caring . . .
became part of our thinking, part of our behaviour, and
how we perceived the world (SNA 22-6) .

One informant stated that "it makes a big difference"
(SNA 22-3) that a nurse is head of the departrnent of nursing

because there is better understanding of the whole of the

organization and better communication with the physicj.an

group. One ínforrnant indicated she uses adninistrative
approaches that cone from a nursing knowledge base. These

include approaches for getting groups together and

facilitating group process to resuLt in decision rnaking and

probLem solving. This informant cautíoned however, that j_t

is a detriment to associate caring only with nursj.ng. One

senÍor nurse administrator felt that her nursing background

did not have a particular impact on her ability to care

because nursing does not have a monopoly on caring.
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Gende r
Most of the senior nurse administrators believed that

gender does not have an inpact on their ability to care in
their practice because wornen do not have a monopoly on

caring.. They indicated that they have had experiences with
men in nursing as weLl as other professions, who were very

caring. It was suggested by some of the informants that
perhaps men's way of caring is different from wornenrs and

because we don't recogníze and understand this, it becomes

easy to think that eromen care more. One informant felt that
the environment an individual was raised in has more of an

impact on the ability to care than does gender. Another

infornant stated, "If I think caring is gender specific, I
believe I¡n in trouble with my role" (SNA 22-4). Her

rationale was that "I have to be very gender nonspecific in
my role because I have to believe I am just as capable of
managing a group as rny male counterparts" (SNA 22-41 . One

infornant acknowledged that not all women are caring and men

can and do care, but in her view, women are more caring than

men. Thus for this inforrnant, gender does have an impact on

the abillty to care in the rol-e of senior nurse

administrator.

Differing Values Of Nursing And Medicine

Three of the senior nurse administrators expressed the

view that on occasion, the focus of the practice of nedicine

interferes with the practice of nursing. It is felt that
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tophysicians don't always understand what nursing is trying
achieve and thus don't always understand what the senior

nurse administrator is advocating on behalf of nursing.

one inforrnant indicated, a J-arge part of her job is
expÌaining to nedicíne what nursing is doing and

tacifltàting dialogue between medicine and nursing. That ís
not to say there is nistrust or concern about divergent

interests but there is a lack of understanding by physicians

about the direction nursing is taking.
I find that nost of my job with nedicine is simpl_y
explainÍng what nursing is doing and why. I don't find
an inherent distrust or v¡orry that nursing is on a
different plane or going in a different direction.
I think they think our interests are the sane.
Certainly, there are differences of opinion (SNA
22-4) .

In her view, nursing and medicine are collaborative roles

and better strategies are needed for nursing and medicine to

discuss mutuaL concerns.

In some organizations, the practice of medicine

receives preferential treatment over the practice of

nursinq. One informant noted that while it is difficuLt at

tj.mes to represent nursingt s interest in caring, it is her

experience that increasingly the nedical administrative
group will listen to what she is saying on behaLf of
nursing. Another informant stated that while at times the

focus of nedicine interferes with the focus of nursing

"overafl we're on the same track" (SNA 22-3) . For one

infornant, any impact there may be from differing values of
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medicine and nursing is elininated by the mul tidi scipJ. inary

team approach to heaLth care used in the organization. As a

result, the physicians have a team perspective on their role

rather than viewing themselves as the ones giving orders for
the nurses to carry out. Nursing and medicine share a

coflì.mon goal and there is no opposition to the use of a

caring approach by the nursing departnent. Two infornants

expressed the view that nursing and medícine do not have

differing values in that both groups share a connon concern

for the wellbeing of their patients.

Heafth Care Reform

Whil-e most informants indicated that health care reform

is necessary and good, they indicated that it has been a

difficuLt process. In the words of one informant,

T am totally convinced that this process was absolutely
the best thing we could have done but it is also the
most harrowing, uncomfortable, anxiety-provoking
process you can ever be through (SNA 22-4) .

Most of the informants indicated that health care

reform has had an inpact on a caring approach in their
nursing administration. The pressure to operate within
increasingly smaller budgets has caused feetings of
frustration that nursing is not able to provide the kind of
care they aspire to and concern that health care will be

jeopardized. Sonetimes tension is created among disciplines
because all want to preserve the resources they feel they

need to give quality health care and "you become nore

territoriaf' (SNA 22-6) . The difficulties experienced by
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staff as a result of job change or Loss were felt by sorne of

the informants and one described dealing with this as "very
draining" (SNA 22-4). One informant stated that health care

reform has meant new respons ibi li ties which have resulted in
new constraints on her tine. As a resuLt, she has less ti¡ne

to spend with the staff. One informant reported that health

care reforn has not created any difficulties in her use of a

caring approach because of her belief that the reform is
necessary and good and an opportunity for nursing to "come

of age" (SNA 22-5) .

WhiIe the pressures associated with health care reform

have created difficulties for nost of the senior nurse

adninistrators, most also agree that an emphasis on

economics does not have to be in opposition to an emphasis

on caring. Caring and fiscal concerns "don't have to be

enemies" (SNA 22-6) in fact they can be I'quite compatible"

(sNA 22-6) .

The senior nurse administrators reported a number of

approaches to deal with the chalLenges of heaLth care

reform. There is an attenpt to keep staff up to date with

what is going on. Meeting agendae include an opportunity to

discuss issues of concern. One informant indicated that

employee assistance programs are provided and debriefing

sessions are held with staff whenever necessary. Some

infornants seek nursesr input into the process of reform and

change, For exampLe, one informant put flip charts on all-
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the nursing units and for a two month period asked staff to

contribute ideas of how money could be saved. Fron this
came suggestions for modifications in nursing practice such

as the frequency at which tube feeding bags are changed.

Suggestions that could be supported by published research

studies were implemented and as a result, the nursing

departnent was able to save substantial amounts of money.

Two of the informants described their connitment to staff in

trying to achieve the necessary savings in the nursing

department budget without any .loss of jobs. One informant

stated that when it became necessary for staff to change

jobs, it became her role to help staff see the opportunities

that a new job holds.

Factors That Constrain A Caring Approach

The most frequently identified factors that impeded the

senior nurse admÍnistrators' caring approach had to do with

a lack of understanding of and support for a caring approach

at the administrative IeveI in the organization, Informants

indicated that it is very important that the Board of

Management, the chief executive officer, the hospital

administration tean and the nursing administration team all
value caring and act on this conmitment. It is felt that

sonetimes the Board of Management does not always understand

the caring mandate. One inforrnant acknowledged that this
does not have to get in the way of a caring approach by the

senior nurse administ,rator, rather it requires explanation
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so that over time, there is better understanding and

acceptance. Two informants spoke of how difficult it is to
demonstrate a caring approach when there is no support or

understanding from the chief execut.ive officer of the

hospita.L, one stated, "It ís hard to continue if there isn't
that caring philosophy in the leadership (SNA 22-6) .

Sometimes, the administratíve team gets caught up in
concerns about finance and loses sight of the fact that the

organization's main concern is caring for people and that
the patient is central. In addition, there can be the

expectation that nurses are there to serve the physician.

Some informants felt that it is nursing and nursing

admlnistration that keeps the rest of the organization on

track as far as caring is concerned.

It was aLso identified that the traditional
adminístrative hierarchy and nursing's structure within this
hierarchy adversely affects a caring approach. One reason

is that this structure makes conmunication betl¿een the

senior nurse administrator and the staff difficult.
. . . as long as you have J.ayers in an organization,
you are struggling with trying to get the message from
thi-s level down to the other level and it doesn't
always get through, for whatever reason. So that is
another reason for trying to get rid of some of the
layers in an organization (SNA 22-5) .

The traditional views of how a nurse should act nay

al-so adversely affect a caring approach. As one informant

stated , the traditional view of nurses is that they "had

to be tough and starched and not smj-Ie and never sj_t down"
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(SNA 22-6) . This view may make it difficult for the senior
nurse admínistrator to use approaches that are rnore personal
and humanistic,

Time constraints was mentioned by several of the
informants as a factor adversely affecting their caring
approach. They spoke about spending much of their time in
meetings and as a resul_t it is difficult to keep in touch
with the issues and problens in such a way that they have a
reaf feel for nursing and patient care.

One informant indicated that the changes in workLoad of
all staff over the past decade has had an adverse effect on

a caring approach, The reduction in staffing cornbined with
the increased acuity of illness and disease have resulted in
a substantiaL increase in workload for staff. Staff and

senior nurse adminÍstrators experience stress and

frustration.
I{hen you are a caring person/ you like to go the extramile to do little extrãs for pèople. When-you havebudget cuts and you are working in a very lêansituation, a very 9k¡npy staffing situation, you areoften so tied up with the essentiats that yôu-don't
have tine for the extras, no matter how haid you try.That must be very frustrating for sorneone who'reati|'cares. To do this day in and day out, I wonder at Éhe
end of whatever _time_period it i¡, that they figurer -

what's the use (SNA 22-L).
Benefits Of A Caring Approach In The practice Of

Nursing Administration
All the senior nurse administrators recognized that

there are benefj_ts to a caring approach in their nursing
administration practice. Benefits addressed in this
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discussion are benefits to the organization, benefits to
nurses who work in the organization, benefíts to patients,

and benefits to the senior nurse administrators themselves.

Benefits To The Organization

Some benefits rel-ate directly to the organizatj.on

itself. For exarnple, it was feJ.t by some of the informants

that a caring approach may infLuence all parts of the

organization frorn the board of managenent through to the

staff invofved in direct patient care with the result that
the organization would be known as a caring place.

I would l-ike this pl-ace to be known as a caring place
. that this is a hospital that you can truÀt and be
comfortabLe in and that they really matter to us (SNA
22-7) .

I fike to befieve that if I can have a caring
ohilosophy, a caring approach, it is going tó perrneate
the institution and that is what we aie all abóut, If
we donrt have that, we shouldnrt have a hospital (SNAt)-c.\
-- wt.

When the organizatÍon ís viewed in this way, it is rnore

likely to get the support of the community which is vital
and it makes recruitment of welL qualified staff easier.

There is certainly a community benefit. If the
community thinks that their hospital is caring, you
certainly get a lot of support from your communiLy.
Staff-wise, it is easier recruitins (SNA 22-3)

Benefits To Nurses

There is a benefit to nurses when the senior nurse

administrator has a caring approach. One informant stated,

I hope it rnakes them better nursesr', I woul_d
like to think that whatever caring for them I
demonstrate, makes then better in some way" (SNA 22-Ll ,
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This view was echoed by an informant. who stated,
rrNurses cannot care for patients if they are not cared

for themsel-ves" (SNA 22-61 ,

Another ínformant expressed the view that by

denonstrating caring approaches in interactions with nurses

she would help them to fearn sone ways of caring. one

informant thought that nurses may experience increased job

satisfaction when they work in a setting in which the senior

nurse administrator uses a caring approach to her practice

of nursing administration.

Benefits To Patients

The benefits to patients of the senior nurse

administrator's caring approach was perhaps best expressed

by the infornant who stated that if she demonstrates caring,

it "goes rÍght down the lj.ne and eventually the patient

receives it,.." (SNA 22-5) . In her view, when she

demonstrates caring approaches, caring "just sort of

cascades throughout the organization" (SNA 22-5) . Another

informant felt that the benefit to patients is that

ultinately they would feel that they can trust nursing and

that nurses had their best interests at heart.

Benefits To Senior Nurse Administrators

The senior nurse administrators acknowJ-edged that there

are some benefits to themselves that come from a caring

approach in theír administratj.ve practice. One benefit
identified was the sense of satisfaction that. comes frorn
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using caring in their r^¡ork. ft is one informant's view that
when caring approaches are not used, the job becomes very

cold and business-Iíke and nurses feeL that the

administrator does not understand their situation. A second

informant felt that using a carÍng approach helps to keep

her "centred' (SNA 22-2'l . By this she meant keepi.ng in
sight the vision that everything that is done in the

organization is done to benefit the patient. Another

infornant stated, "Oh, it makes l-ife so much easier'r (SNA

22-3) because there are fewer complaj.nts from patients and

farnilies and fewer conflicts anong professionaL staff.
Final1y, an informant stated that there are benefj.ts to her

in that she gets caring back and this in turn heJ.ps her to
continue to use caring approaches.

WeLl, I feel very good about it. I get it back as
we1l. It is just like the first smile of the morning,
you just keep passing it on. You care for each other.
So everyone benefits. Tt relieves stress. It is a
form of healing on its own (SNA 22-5).

All senior nurse administ.rators recognized that in
order to be a caring admj.nistrator, they need to receive

caring. One informant stated, "f have the same need because

I am human" (SNA 22-1). This same informant indicated that

the caring doesnrt have to invoLve a major effort on the

part of others.

I kind of Iike to have people concerned about me and I
Iike to get that feeling fron the people that report to
me as well- as the people that I report to. Tt
doesn't have to be a big thing. People don't have to
come up and tell you you're wonderful or any thing like
that. One of the things I found real1y touching was,
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right after accreditation, I received a card from one
of the departnent heads sayj.ng "Lhanks for doing a
great job" and I was very touched by that. If you
get feedback, even a littl-e bit, it rnakes you feel good
about yourself and about the world (SNA 22-11 .

The senior nurse adrninistrators identified various

sources.of caring. Many referred to the nursing

administration tean as a source of caring. This tean may

include assistants, head nurses, and colleagues in other

hospital settings.
I have a very good nursing adninistration team. I feeÌ
it is inportant that we care for each other because as
I said, in this job there is not a lot of ryou did a
great jobr kind of thing. You have to feel good about
yourself and if you need a Iot of positive
reinforcenent, you are not going to get it because most
of the time you are dealing with problems (SNA 22-21 .

One informant has developed a network of colleagues

across the country and thÍs i.s the strongest source of
support; she stated, "we are colleagues and I rely on them"

(SNA 22-4). This sarne informant expressed the feel-ing that
her nursing administration group can sense when things are

not going well for her and they all help in their own way.

Sone informants talked about mutual caring within the

nursing administration team, saying that the tean members

care for each other.

I think itrs reciprocal. I feel very cared for by the
directors and the people who report to me. We can
switch roles very quickly, they can becorne the care
giver when I'n in need. It is a matter of, in
giving you receive, To me it i-s very clear, if you
give that kind of caring, they are there for you when
you need them (SNA 22-61 .

AII of the senior nurse administrators indicated that
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fanily menbers and/or friends are important sources of

caring.

I don't know how people without a good hone life can
Ìast in these kinds of jobs. I like the balance of my
Iife. I work and I work long and hard but rny home life
is first. I am not saying I aLways put it first, but
it is my hone life and ny husband first. If I didn't
feel that he is supportive of me, that I was loved and
had the unconditional love that you know no natter what
happens you are going to be loved at home . . . I don't
know how people cope because of the extreme stress that
you are under alL day Long (SNA 22-2).

Änother described her husband's caring in terms of his
being supportive and an excel-1ent problem sofver. Many

infornants indicated they have close friends who care for
thern as a person.

You better make sure you have a social- life, friends.
This facility, this job I am in, this place will be
here when I am in the ground and there will be someone
else sitting here and they won¡t even remember who I
am. But people who are going to remember us are your
family and close friends and if you don,t nurture that
side, you will have nothing (SNA 22-2).

For one inforrnant, her pets are an important source of
support because they are understanding and offer
unconditional love.

Some of the senior nurse administrat.ors enphasized the

importance of having another life outside of nursing

administration. They aÌso indicated that it is important to
develop strategies to deal with the stress and fatigue that
are an inevitable part of the job.

I am very active physically. I run and do aerobics and
do marathons. Thatts always important to me, physical
exercise and ny gardening. I have external t.hings,
like golfing, because I know that I wouldn't be good at
my job if I wasn't more of a whoÌe person. There are
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times when you push yourself and your job so much that
you start to feel put upon and sorry for yourself
because all you're doing is working. I find that when
you are doing that, it is because you are the one not
bal-ancing things (SNA 22-2 ) .

Sumrnary

This chapter presented the research findings related to
factors that influence a caring approach by senior nurse

admj.nistrators and the benefits of this caring approach.

Factors that support a caring approach include support fron

the administrative tean, srnaller hospital size, a flat
organizational structure, and the age, experience, and

education of the senior nurse administrator. The

j-nformants' nursing background was seen to have a positive
impact on their use of a caring approach, For most senior

nurse administrators, gender does not infl-uence their use of
a caring approach. The differing values of nursing and

medicine has a variable influence on the use of a caring

approach. The current health care reform that is being

experienced nationally and l-ocalIy has had an impact in that
it has been a very difficult process. However, in spite of
the economic realit.ies faced by all withj.n the health care

system, the informants felt that caring and economics do not

have to be in opposition to each other. Specific factors
that adversely affect the use of a caring approach by senior

nurse administrators include fack of support for this
approach by other members of the administrative team, the

hierarchicaf organizational structure, traditional_ views of
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nurs.ing, and time constraints.
The informants indicated that a caring approach may

resuft in the organízation gaining the reputation for being

a caring place. Nurses may benefit in that they nay find

increased meaning and rewards in their work, will feel- cared

for and about, and may learn new caring behaviours.

Patients may benefit in t.hat in receiving caring, their
healing, health and life may be enhanced. Finally, the

senior nurse administrators thenselves may benefit by

receiving support and encouragement from others in the

organizatíon and from the sense of satisfaction that comes

from knowing they have ensured that caring remains an

organizational priority.
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSS]ON OF THE FINDINGS

This chapter presents a discussion of the findings in
the areas of defining caring, demonstrating caring, factors
lhat infl-uence a caring approach in nursing administration

and benefits of a caring approach in the practice of nursing

adrninistration .

Defining Caring

The senior nurse adninistrators defined caring as

concern for patients, concern for staff, and trust and

respect. Many of the thoughts expressed by the senior nurse

administrators in defining caring are echoed in the

literature. I believe their use of the term "concern" when

defining caring iJ-l-ustrates an understanding of carÍng as an

affect and a noral ideal. That j.s, câring extends from

emotional involvement with another and refLects a commitment

to maintaining human dignity and integrity. Bevis (1981)

believes that concern is a concept that comes closest to
being synonymous with caring.

Is it real-l-y possibLe for senior nurse administrators

to have enotional involvement. with the patÍents and nurses

in the hospital setting? Although the informants in this
study worked in hospítaIs of varying sizes, they each were

responsible for leading a farge number of nurses and for
ensuring the delivery of hígh quality nursing care to large

num.bers of patients. While it seems unlikely that these
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administrators would ever get to know any of the nurses or

patients well enough to feel anything but a collective
concern for then, each senior nurse administrator had

stories to te11 which confirned otherwise. For example, one

senior nurse administrator tofd of how she had become

invol-ved in two situations in which nurses were about to

retire because of serious il-lness. She was particularly
concerned about their financial status and also wanted them

to understand they did not have to feel obJ.igated to rnake a

hasty decision to leave the organization. She encouraged

then to take additional tÍme to consider their decision.

Two other senior nurse administrators related how they had

followed closely the careers of individua.L nurses in their
hospitals and how they had become involved in the nurses'

growth as professionafs. One senior nurse adrninistrator

described how she had come to know the family of a long-stay

patient through frequent interactions with them about their
parentrs heafth. The senior nurse administratorsl

expression of concern can be viewed as an expression of
caring.

Perhaps it shouÌd not be surprising that one of the

themes in the responses of the senior nurse administrators

was concern for patients. There is a difference between the

practice of administration delivered by nurses and the

practice of nursing administration (Boykin & Schoenhofer,

L993; Evans, L990; Jennings & Mel-eis, 198B; McCloskey,
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Gardner, Johnson & Maas, 1988) . While the former suggests a

re.liance on management and administrative theories from

other disciplines, "nursing admÍnistration by name suggests

a groundedness in the dj-scÍpliner' (Boykin & Schoenhofer,

1993, p. 60) Boykin & Schoenhofer (1993) believe that,
although nurse administrators are often perceived as being

removed from the dj-rect care of patients, in fact all of

their activities are ultinateJ-y directed to the patient.

Without this focus, "one may be engaged in the practice of
administration but not nursing admini s tration'r (Boykin &

Schoenhofer, 1993, p. 61). lt would seem that these senior

nurse administrators have retained that conmitnent to
patients.

There is strong support in the literature for nurses

being the focus of caring by nurse administrators (Dunham a

Fisher, 1-990; Nyberq, 1989i Mil1er, 1987; Nyberq, L993) .

"ff you care for the caregivers, the caregiver will then be

able to care for the patient with the same set of values,'

(Dunham & Fisher, 1990, p. 3). Nyberg (1993) believes that
if nurse administrators value caring and enact caring in
their work, nurses are "much more likely to treat patients

and others in a carj-ng manner" (p. 17) .

Trust and respect are terms used in the l-iterat.ure to

define caring and the caring nurse administrator, Hyndman

(1993) found that senior nurse administrators befieved that
their relationships with staff had to be built on mutual
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trust, respect, and appreciation. Roach (1987) identifies
confidence as one of the five Crs of caring. In her view,

confidence fosters trusting relationships.

"Caring confidence fosters trust without dependency,

communicates truth without violencei and creates a

relationship of respect without paternalism or without

engendering a response born out of fear or

powerlessnessrr (Roach, t99l , p. 64\.

Caring nurse administrators are committed to a relationship
with the people they lead and two characteristics of this
relationship are trust and respect.

Demonstrating Caring

The senior nurse administrators in this study indicated

they denonstrate caring by maintaining a patient-centred

focus, developing reLationships with staff, recognizing and

brj.nging out potential in nurses, being vÍsib1e,

facifitating the work of nurses, and modelling caring.

Maintaining A Patient-Centred Focus

Just as the senior nurse adninistrators placed an

emphasis on concern for patients when defining caring, their
caring behaviours are focused on the patient as !^¡e11. I
believe this emphasis is understandable considering alf of

the senior nurse adninistrators in the study are nurses.

Leininger (1981d) states that "caring is the central and

unifying domain for the body of knowledge and practices in
nursing..." (p. 3), Patients are the recipients of caring
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behaviour and practices by nurses. The findings in this
study indj.cate that senior nurse adninÍstrators do not

relinquish this focus for their caring simply because they

are in the administrative rofe. Caring for patients rernains

a high priority. While the senior nurse adninistrators'
rol-e does not afford them the opportunÍty to act on their
conmitment to caring by giving direct patient care/ they

sti.LÌ act on their commitment to caring for patient.s by

encouraging the entire organization to make caring an

institutional norm. Boykin & Schoenhofer (1993) state,

"AI1 activities of the nursing administrator are ultimately
directed to the person(s) being nursed" (p. 61).

Administrators must connect their work to the direct work of
nurses/ which is caring for patients. It is evident from

these findings that the senior nurse administrators
verbaLize a unique role connection to caríng for and about

patients.

DeveÌoping Relationships With Nurses

The interpersonal- nature of caring is evident in the

behaviours of the senior nurse adrninistrators . Caring is an

activity that can only be effectively demonstrated

interpersonally (Watson, l-981; Mayeroff, 1971"; Gi11igan,

1980) . A relationship is both the resuLt of caring as wel-l-

as the medium through which caring is expressed. Nyberg

(1993; 1-989) identifies openness as an attribute
contributing to caring in the administrative roIe. In her
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view openness is built on honesty whÍch develops into trust
and growth in the refationship. Openness means the senior

nurse adninistrators are willing to disclose their hurnanity

so that others are able to see them as real people (Nyberg,

1989) . 
.According 

to Nyberq (1989), some of
the behaviours involved in openness include l-istening,

soliciting comments, asking questions and waiting for
answers, requesting feedback and responding in a manner that
expresses appreciation for the infornation provided, and the

ability to focus on the reality of many individuals and

groups.

Trust and respect are important components of
relationships. Mayeroff (1971) identifies trust as a major

ingredient of caring. In his view, caring by trusting
acknowledges the independent existence of the other person

rather than trying to dominate, force the other onto a mo1d,

or care too nuch. Porter-OrGrady (1986) believes that while

it is easy to discuss trust, it is a difficult component to

achieve in a relationship. This is because the structure of
the workplace interferes $¡ith the development of trusting
relationships. Trust can be built by givíng people an

opportunity to be involved, asking others for their input,
and giving peopLe's views equal respect and consideration.

Respect invofves recognizing that individuals play an

important part in the organization and acknowledging the

contributions individuals make (Porter-O' crady, 1986) .
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Respect a.Iso means giving others the opportunity to express

thoughts, feelings, and ideas (Porter-Ot crady, 1986) .

It is not possible for a senior nurse administrator to
develop caring relationships with all the nurses in the

nursing, department although some of the informants make an

effort to do this as much as possibLe. At the same time,

senior nurse administrators are not abLe to limit their
caring relationships to a few significant others as Noddings

(1984) and Mayeroff (1971-) suggest sínce their role requires

them to work together with many people. The findings do not

refl-ect any correlation between size of the hospital and

development of rel-ationships with staff since informants

from both J-arge and srnal.J. organizations indícate they

demonstrate caring by developing relationships r^¡ith staff.
Recognizing And Bringíng Out Potentíal In Nurses

Caríng is helping others to grow (Mayeroff, 197U, "In
the traditional hospital framework, there are few options

available for practicing nurses to grow and reach their
professional peak" (Porter-O' Grady, 1986, p. 56) . Even wíth

special education or advanced education, opportunitÍes are

Limited to the numbers and types of positions available in
the institution. Nyberg (1989) believes that there are some

ways senior nurse administrators can contribute to the

growth of nurses. Recognizing the opportunities to
contribute to the professional growth of nurses requires

that senior nurse administrators have an appreciation for
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and beÌief in the potentj-a] of others to grow and change.

Being aware of people's hopes, dreams, and goals for the

future, giving positive feedback, publicly recognízing the

successes of nurses, and communicating faith in people's

potential are all ways that Nyberg (1989) believes the

senior nurse administrator can contribute to the growth of
nurses. "The environments for personal growth are those

that encourage creativity, ownership, intrapreneurshíp, and

a wide range of learning opportunities" (Styles, 1988, p.

16) . The senior nurse adrninistrator has a responsibil-ity to

use this as a guiding prj-nciple in creating a caring

environment within the nursing department.

FaciLitating The Work Of Nurses

Diennenann (1990) believes that nursing administration
exists to create an environment to support professional

nursing practice. Effort to create an environment to

support the work of nurses is evj.dent in the senior nurse

administrators' endeavours to obtain equipment and provide

educational- resources. Diennernann (1990) indicates that
this can also be addressed through the development of
standards, policies, procedures, guidelines, chart forms,

standard nursing care pIans, and job descriptions.

Another responsibility of nursing adninistration is to

maintain and improve the v¡ork environment of professional

nurses (Zander, 1985) , The senior nurse administratorsl

actions to create a safe environment for nurses and patients
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and to ensure nurses receive appropriate emplol¡ment benefits

indicate that they recognize this as an important part of

their roLe.

The concept of senior nurse administratorsr work

supporting the work of nurses seems foreign when envisioned

in the context of the bureaucratic structure of hospitals.

Traditionally, within the hierarchy of the hospital, senior

nurse administrators are viewed as being at the top of the

ladder, Power, authority, and control are important and

strictl-y guarded. Lines of communication and decision

making are clearly defineated. Yet caring "requires us to

recognize the potential of people we care for by empowering

them and not having power over then" (Nyberg, L993, p. 13) ,

Caring also means giving nurses autonomy to do their best

work (Nyberg, 1993). Perhaps this is why some of the senior

nurse administrators in this study have moved to adopt a new

model for organizing and adninistrating the nursing

department. Shared governance and empohrerment are nodels

that are recognized as having the potential for creating

caring ways of bej.ng with and rel-ating to people. Boykin

(1990) proposes another organizational rnodel. In this
model, which Boykin (1990) refers to as the dance of caring

persons, the same people are present as in the traditional
hierarchicaf structure but the way of being with each other

is different.
rrBecause the nature of relating in the circl-e is
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grounded in a respect for and valuing of each person,

the way of being is diametrically opposed to

traditional patterns of relating in an organization"
(Boykin & Schoenhofer, 1993, p. 66) .

Each person in the circle has a unique contribution to make

to the patient and no one person is l-ess important than

another. The efforts by senior nurse adrninj. strators to
implenent new models and strategies for organizing and

administering their nursing departments are encouraging.

They indicate an awareness of the need to create a caring

conmuníty within which nurses can work to care for patients

and families. I believe that these models and strategies
are not optional but absoLutely necessary.

Being Visible
A study of senior nurse leaders (Dunham a Fisher, 1990)

also found that nurse administrators achieved visibility by

making rounds within the organízatj-on, in fact, "nurse

executives Iove to do rounds" (p. 5) . Making rounds served

the purpose of affording the nurse leader the opportunity to
taLk with nurses about practice issues and with patients.

The inforrnants in thj.s study who make rounds indicate they

enjoy this aÌso, in fact their enthusiasm during the

discussion made me believe that they find making rounds an

energizing experience. It is my view that senior nurse

administrators shou1d strive for higher level-s of visibility
within an organization. If the goals of caring are indeed
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meaningful relationships and the growth of people within

the organization (Nyberg, L9B9), how are these to be

achieved if contact and interaction between the senior nurse

administrator and the nurses are limited? It is Likely that

the informants find it difficult to imagine including one

more item in their work schedules. However, by having a

regular place on their calendar for rounds, this could

happen, much like their attendance at regularly scheduLed

meetÍngs happens. In factf naking rounds on a regular basis

may limit the need for some formal meetings and actuafÌy

free up tine in the administrators' schedules. Senior nurse

administrators who are not visibÌe within their
organizations may feef uncomfortabl-e¡ out of place,

threatening, and threatened when they do vj.sit a nursing

unit. They are indeed strangers to the patients and nurses

and as a resuft these feelings are probably to be expected.

With regular exposure both the senior nurse adminj.strators

and nurses will feel more cornfortable and rounds have the

potential to be a time that is anticipated by all concerned

for the opportunities afforded by the interaction.
The informantsr efforts to be visibLe through diaJ-ogue

sessions and at meetings which were also attended by sorne

nurses are commendable. However, this provides such limited
contact with nurses and no contact at all- with patients. To

be visible to nurses and patients in the areas that nurses

and patients dwelJ., is a way to demonstrate interest,
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concern, and connectedness to the activities of the nursing

departnent and nay go a Ìong way in decreasing levels of

fatigue and burnout among nursing staff. I believe strongly
that reguLar, meaningfuf contact with patients and nurses

carries a potent nessage of caring.

Modell-inq Cari

Modelling caring is an important way that the

informants can contribute to the creation of a caring ¡nilieu
within their organizations and requires the senior nurse

administrators to be visible. Nyberg (1989) recognized the

value of modelling stating that one of the respons ibi I i ties
of the nurse administrator is

"to be alert and responsive to opportunities to
participate in sj.tuations involving nurse managers,

nurses, adninistrative colleagues, and patients or
fanilies who have specific needs that aÌl-or^¡ the nurse

administrator to behave as a caring person" (p, 15) .

Senior nurse administrators model caring with the

expectation that the nurses will emulate these behaviours.

Modelling caring is closely related to the senior nurse

adninistrat.ors' visibility within the organization. To be

alert and responsive to caring opportunities invoLves a

presence, sornetimes a physical one, within the organization.
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Factors Influencing A Caring Approach By Senior Nurse

Administrators

Factors That Support A Caring Approach

Vùhen identifying factors that support a caring

approach, the infornants spoke most strongly about the need

for support from within the entire administrative team.

This point was rnade again when they identified factors that
interfere with their use of a caring approach. This is
probably best understood by considering the fact that the

senior nurse adninistrator has a duel role within the

hospital organization (Porter-O' Grady, 1986) . One role is
to represent nursingrs best interests and ì.nterpret

nursing's goals to the rest of the administrative team. The

other role is to interpret to nurses the organization,s

mandate. The members of the adninistrative tean nay see the

latter as being more important. As a resul-t,

"the professional, social, practice, and policy
directives that determine the professional nursing role
in the organization are subordinated to the rules and

mandates of the institution..." (Porter-Or Grady, 1986,

p. 13)'

In addition, the senior nurse administrator may be the only
nurse on the administrative tean. As a resu.It, nursing may

not be well understood and there may not be a lot of support

for nursing to fulfíl its caring mandate. Support fron the

adminj.strative team, including the board of directors,
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becomes vital if the senior nurse administrator is to

deveLop an ethic of caring within the organization.

The infornants also identified hospital size,

organizational structure and religious affiliation as

factors. supporting a caring approach. Whj-Ie Ít wouLd seem

more possible to enact the caring behaviours identified in
the preceding section in a snaller hospital setting, it
would be dangerous to assume that aI1 small hospitals have a

caring míÌieu and large ones do not. The organizational

structure can have an impact on the use of a caring

approach. The hierarchical structure tlæicaJ.ly found in the

hospital bureaucracy irnply Ievels, competition, and

posj.tions of power and makes it difficult for the employee

to be vafued "because the risks of such valuing are often
too great for the bureaucracy to bear" (Boykin e

Schoenhofer, 1993, p. 66) . A flat or alternate

organizationaL structure may rnake it more possible for the

senior nurse administrator to nurture a caring mil_ieu and

enact caring behaviours. A religious affiliation of a

hospital may support the use of a caring approach by setting
the stage for caring within the organizatíon.

It was encouraging to hear the informants identify
influencing factors such as age, past experience, and

education because the factors previously discussed are not

within the control of the senior nurse adrninistrator.

Recognizing these personal factors acknowledges that the
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their use of a caring approach in their nursing

administration practice.

Nursing Background

I specifically asked the senior nurse administrators
about the impact of thej.r nursing background on their caring
approach because of my own strong belief that the senior
administrator of nursing be a nurse, Leininger (1981d) and

others believe that caring is the essence of nursing
practice. Thus Èhere is the potential for nurses to bring
carÍng to the adrninistrative role. As we11, when the role
of the nursíng administrator is viewed as creating an

environrnent that appreciates and nurtures caring and

assisting nurses to hear and understand the unique calts for
caring (Boykin & Schoenhofer, L993), it can only be enacted

by a nurse. Finally, nurses want to be 1ed by someone who

knows and understands the world of nursing and the nursed

(Mccloskey, Gardner, ,Johnson & Maas¡ 198B). As these

authors point out, just as a university would not hire a

nonacademic to be its president, or a facul_ty in 1aw would

not hire a nonlawyer to be its dean, a nonnurse should not
be in a position of leading the nursing department in a

hospital. Senior nurse administrators must maintain theÍr
identities as nurses.

Gende r
It is interesting that the Ínformants did not feet that

gender has an impact on the ability to care j.n the role of
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gender has an impact on the ability to care in the roLe of

senior nurse administrator. There are references in the

Iiterature to how women view interpersonal- Ínteracti.on. For

example, BeIenky, CJ-inchy, Goldberger, and Tarule (1-986)

write, rv'Iomen typical]-y approach adulthood with the

understanding that care and empowerment of othexs is central

to their life's work" (p. 48). As wel-L, women tend to see

relationships as a web of connection as opposed to the male

image of rel-ationships as a hierarchical structure
(GiJ-ligan, 1980) . The Iiterature aLso addresses the

leadership behaviours of women. Rosner (1990), in a study

of men and women leaders, found that men and women describe

their leadership performance and behaviours differently.
She found that womenrs leadership styì.e was interactíve,
that is, they encourage participation, share power and

information, enhance other people's self-worth and stimul-ate

excitement about work. These are behaviours which can be

viewed as caring.

This study did not undertake to uncover the reasons for
the informants' view about the impact of gender on their
caring approach. The question was not meant to Írnp1y that
one gender is better than the other but just as there is a

rich variation anong peopJ.e, there is variation between

genders that should be appreciated (EpsteÍn, L98B) . porter-

OrGrady (1986) states that behaviours thought to be

desirabLe for women are often thought not to be behaviours
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associated r^¡ith an effective administrator. It is his view

however, that women need not give up traditionally defined

female behaviours in order to take on a role such as senior

nurse administrator. Characteristics such as nurturance/

gentleness, sensitivity, and caring are irnportant and shoul-d

be further refined by women in administrative roles (Porter-

O'Grady, 1986) . "Indeed, the behaviours commonly identífied
with women may be precisely the ones essential- to humanizing

the workplace and obtaining resufts in commitnent and job

ownership" (Porter-Or crady, 1986, p. 17).

Differing Values Of Nursing And Medicine

Hospitals are bureaucracies controlled by physicians

and administrators, the majority being ma1es. Vlithin this
structure, the caring work of nurses who are mainly women

has been invisible and devalued while the curing work of
physicians who are mainly men, has been visible and

affirned. Whíle both medicine and nursing rnay share a

conìmon concern for the well being of the patients, how this
concern is actuafized and the attention this concern

receives in terms of allocation of scarce resources is
di fferent .

Health Care Reform

I was particularly interested in the inpact of health

care reform and the accompanying emphasis on restructuring

and cost containment on the senior nurse administrators' use

of a caring approach in their practice.

"In the present era of cost containment, high
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technology, and changing values, the restructuring of

organizations and services often may be based on

priorities of expediency and efficiency rather than on

needs of patientsrr (Pou1in, 1987, p. 53) .

A consciousness of caring has not seemed to be a major force

in guiding health care reform. However, in discussing the

impact of heafth care reform with one informant, her

passionate response helped me to understand that the reason

the process had been so difficult for her is because she

cares very much about. what happens to the nurses infl-uenced

by the changes. The informants' víew that econonics and

caring do not have t.o be in opposition is encouraging in

that it acknowJ-edges that caring can indeed be a driving

force in issues reLated to economics. There is al.ways the

threat that the current mandate of reform in the health care

system will cause senior nurse administrators to focus their
attention on the economic aspects to the detriment of the

caring component. Boykin (1990) points out that even in the

process of developing a budget, "it must be the conmitment

that drives the budget rather than the budget that drives

the commitment" (p. 253) . A comnitnent to caring can and

must prevaif.

"Until we move to a health care system that is governed

by care instead of control, r^te !.tiff be stuck with a

cri s j- s-ori ented systen with runaway costs and too much

effort spent on deciding who is entitled to what"
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(Benner, 1990, p. 16) .

As night be expected, the factors identified as having
an adverse influence on a caring approach by senior nurse
adninistrators correlate with the previously discussed
factors that support a caring approach. two additional
factors identified here have to do with time constraints and
Íncreased workload. Nyberg (1989) believes that an

attribute of senior nurse administrators that enables them
to be caring "is the ability to prioritize and order Life,s
activities in a way that aLlows time and energy for the
caring process" (p. I2l . This is not always an easy task
and Nyberg (1989) writes that sorne nursing administrators
handle time constraints and increased work load by
Itretreating into businessLike behaviour and a bureaucratized
method of managing by rules and policies,' (p. 12). This
erodes the caring milieu and repercussions are felt
throughout the organization, even in patient situations.

Benefits Of A Caring Approach In The practice Of Nursing

Àdninistration
The infornants indicated that the organization, nurses,

patients, and they themselves rnay benefit from a caring
approach. The hospital does indeed benefit from the senior
nurse adrninistrators ' use of a caring approach, Since the
nursing department is usuaJ.Iy the targest in the hospitaf,
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the culture of caring that is shaped within the nursing
departnent wíll_ have an impact on other departments and the
organization as a who1e. From the standpoint of the
organization, the senior nurse administrator has a
significant rol_e in creating an environment that
appreciates, nurtures, and supports caring behaviour (Boykin
& Schoenhofer, 1993) . The reputation for being a caring
place and the resulting support of the community nay mean

that the hospital is able to attract resources necessary for
new and innovative programs. It may also mean that the
hospital is able to attract financial resources from private
individuals and groups which al-Iows the organization to
offer services that otherwise it would not be able to
consider. The ability to attract well qualified nurses is a

very important benefit of using a caring approach since it
gives the organization the opportunity to choose not only
the most qual.ified from the perspective of education and

expertise but those whose philosophy and behaviour will
support and sustain the caring environment.

The benefit to nurses of the senior nurse

administrators' caring approach is addressed in the
literature and is consistent with the responses of the
informants. In order to be caring nurses, nurse themselves

must receive caring. "If you care for the caregiver, the
caregiver wifl then be able to care for the patient with the
same set of values" (Dunham & Fisher, 1990, p. 3) . Evans
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nursing department, nurses experience di s satis faction,
stress, and burnout and there may be divisiveness and high
nursing staff turnover. Wells (1993) describes the outcomes

of using shared governance, a caring model, as including
increased autonomy, improved communication, trust, and a
sense of príde and satisfaction in being a nurse. CarÍng in
the role of professional nurse invoÌves both human traits
that the nurse brings to the situation and learned skÍIIs
(Roach, i.986; Valentine, 19B9; Shiber & Larson, L99L; Bishop
& Scudder, 199L; Leininger, 1981). Exposure to carÍng by

the senior nurse administrator helps nurses to l-earn ways of
caring. For nurses who already have developed a repertoire
of caring behaviours, the adrninistrator ' s use of caring in
effect. gives the nurses permission to do the sane. In other
words, the administratorrs caring behaviour gíves the
message that caring is expected and accepted in this
organization.

When caring is expected and accepted in the

organization the patient benefits. Ray (1981) believes that
when caring is not valued, patients rnay receive minimal or
poor quality nursing care and as a resuft may experience

complications and spend more time in hospitaj_.

Hall-dorsdottir (1991) analyzed patient' caring and uncaring
encounters and found that uncaring ways of being with
patients are depersonal. i z ing and destructive and increase
the patients vulnerability. Caring ways of being with
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the patients vulnerability. Caring ways of being with
patients give security and comfort and potentiate the
patient,s learning and heaLing. Caring positively affects
the life of the patient.

The senior nurse adninistrators recognized their own
human neld for caring, Nyberg (1989) betieves that

"the concept of caring requires that caring persons
have developed a strong sense of self_worth, feel cared
for in their own lives, and see themsel-ves as having
something to offer others through the caring process,,
(p. 12).

Self-worth is important because it means that energy and
tirne to address the needs of others is not tied up in
concern for achievement, acceptance by others, or obtaining
personal rewards (Nyberg, 1999) .

The informants acknowLedged the reciprocal nature of
caring when they affirmed that they are better abfe to use a

caring approach when they receive caring. ,lithj.n the
organization, they most often receive this caring from
nurses who are part of the adrninistrative team. Nyberg
(1989) agrees that this is an important source of support
for the nurse adrninistrator and they shouLd develop caring
relationships whenever possible in the organization, caring
relationships with their closest associates are vital since
these associates are their significant others in the
organizational setting. Attention to personal- needs is
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important and the informants indicated they have many other
reÌationships in their rÍves which âddress their needs for
caring. Some aLso identified ways they meet their personal
needs for reLaxation and stress reductj.on. It is important
that they have friends and activÍties outside of work rather
than having their lives subordinated to work priorities.
When this happens, nurse administrators ',becorne

progressively dependent on organÍzationaL success to
maintain their sense of identity and worth', (Nyberg, 1989,
p. 12). Senior nurse adrninistrators "shouLd never feel
guilty about maintaining healthy activities outside of work,,
(Nyberg, 7989, p. L2l .
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY ÀND CONCLUSIONS

This qualitative study focused on the importance that
senior nurse administrators in hospital settings give to the
concept 

,of caring in their thinking about nursing
administration and in their actions in this rote. This
entaiLed face-to-face interviews with six senior nurse
adninistrators in order to determine how they define caring,
how they demonstrate caring j.n their nursing administrâtion
practice, what factors they think support and constrain
their use of a caring approach, and what they think are some

of the benefits ôf using a caring approach in their rol-e as
senior nurse administrator.

I was particuJ-arly interested in how these nurses
defined caring fron the perspective of being in a senior
adninistrative rofe. The meaning of carÍng to the senior
nurse adrninistrators enconpassed a concern for both patients
and staff and the development of relationships based on
respect and trust. This meaning was borne out in their
descriptions of hoþ, they demonstrate caring.

This study shows that senior nurse adrninistrators
befieve they dernonstrate caring in various ways. Most
common.Iy, the senior nurse adrninistrators indicated they
demonstrate caring by encouraging a patient_centred focus
within the organization, Although they may be seen as being
rernoved fron direct patient care, senior nurse
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administrators retain a cornmitment to the patient by
encouraging a focus on the patient in al-l activities
undertaken by the nursÍng department and the entire
organization. A second way senior nurse administrators
demonstrate caring is in the kinds of reLationships they
foster with staff. They attempt to deveLop relationships
that are open and honest, based on trust and respect.
Third, senior nurse adrninistrators demonstrate caring in the
ways they recognize and bring out potentiaL in nurses. They

acknowl-edged that in a large organization such as a hospital
it is difficuLt to recognize the potential of j.ndividual
nurses. As much as possible they try to get to know and

spend time with individuals but also rely on their
experience in the role and their intuition to help thern

recognize potential-. They try to bring out potential in
nurses by publicly recognizing the collective and individual
work of nurses and by givÍng nurses the opportunity to
deveJ-op and expand their abilities through educational
pursuits and work on special projects and conmittees.
Fourth, senior nurse administrators demonstrate caring by
facilitating the b¡ork of nurses. This invoLves representing
nursing's interests within the managenent tean, ensuring
good working conditions for nurses, using alternate models
for organization and administration such as shared
governance and empowerment rnodels, and addressing the
educationaf needs of nurses. A fifth way senior nurse
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administrators demonstrated caring was through being visible
within the organization. Some achieve visibility by rnaking

rounds on the nursing units. This gives them the

opportunity to interact with nurses and patients, helps thern

to keep the patient paramount in what they do, keeps thern

acutely mindfuf of nursesr work, and provides an opportunity
to modeL caring. Finally, senior nurse adrninistrators
demonstrate caring by modetling caring, They model caring
in their interactions with patients, nurses, and other staff
and by including nurses when discussing issues and making

deci-sions,

Many factors which influence a caring approach by

senior nurse adninistrators were identified in this study.
Factors that support a caring approach are a supportive
administrative team, small hospital síze, flat
organizationaL structure, the age, experience and education
of the nurse administrator, and religious affiliation of the
hospital. The senior nurse administrators agreed that their
nursing background aJ.so positively influenced their use of a

caring approach. Gender was not perceived to have an impact

on the use of caring in the senior nursing administrator
ro1e. The impact of the differing values of nursing and

medicine was perceived to have a varying influence on the
senior nurse administrators' use of a caring approach.

Health care reform has been a difficuLt experience but the
senior nurse administrators indicated they have used
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strategies to try to ensure changes are made with regard for
the dignity of nurses, They agree that caring and the

economics of heaLth care do not have to be in oppositÍon.
Factors that adversel_y affect the use of a caring approach

include lack of understanding and support within the

administrative team, a hierarchical administrative
structure, the traditional image of nurses and nursing, time

constraÍnts, and increased workl-oad of nurses and senior
nurse adrnini s trators .

A number of benefits result þ¡hen the senior nurse

administrator demonstrates a caring approach. The hospital
benefits in that it becones known as a caring place and a

pÌace the community can trust. As a resuLt, the hospital
gains the support of the community. Nurses who work in the
nursing department feel cared for and about and as a result
reflect caring in thej-r nursing practice. They may also
Learn caring behaviours as they are modelled by the senior
nurse administrator. Patients benefit in that they receive
high quality nursing care and feel they can trust nursing.
Finally, the senior nurse administrator benefits in that she

experiences a sense of satisfaction, contributes to an

organizational emphasis on t.he patient/ has fewer conplaints
and conflicts to deal with, and receives caring in return.

The search to understand the meaning of caring in
nursing administration was a satisfying one in that it was

evident that caring is not an unknown concept to senior
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nurse administrators. In fact, some of the administrators
in this study r^rere very articulate in their discussion of
caring and demonstrated a welf devel-oped phllosophy of
caring which guided their behaviours in thÍs role. I soon

realized however, that this study is just a beginnÍng look
at caring by senior nurse administrators and iLLuminates

onÌy one snall part of the picture. The study addressed

what the senior nurse administrators sâid about caring. To

achieve a more thorough understanding of the importance that
senior nurse administrators in hospital settings give to the
concept of caring in their thinking about nursing
administration and in their actions in this role, the
following questions must also be studied:

1. How do the senior nurse adrninistrators denonstrate
caring in the day to day activities of their job? I
envision these data being gathered through observation of
the aùnj.nistrators as they go about their work.

2. How are the senior nurse adrninistrators r caring
behaviours perceived by nurses in the nursing department?

3. How are the senior nurse adrninistrators' caring
behaviours perceived by patients ?

4. What is the reputation of the nursing department and

the hospital in the community that it serves?

5. What is the organÍzational structure of the
hospitaL? How are the new models of organization and

administration being operationali zed? How effective are

they in actuaLizing a philosophy of caring?
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6. How do nurses in the nursing department treat each

other? How do aII employees of the hospital treat each

other? How do hospital staff treat students of the various
health professions?

7. Do the philosophy, goal_s, policies, and procedures

of the nursing department reflect caring?

B, How are decisions made wj_thin the organization as a

whole and the nursing departnent in particular?
9. I^lhat nursing systems are in place? Do these systems

seek to balance the rnovement toward greater and finÍte
specialization with beliefs about rj.ghts and dignity of
peopl e ?

It is vital that senior nurse administrators understand
the concept of caríng, enact caring behaviours in their
practice, and support the caring val-ues of the nurses they
i-ead. There must be a concerted effort on the part of
senior nurse adrninistrators to strike a bal_ance between the
pressures to confo¡m to the traditíonal philosophy of
administration and the humanistic phíIosophy of professional
nursing.

"The value of cari.ng as a basis for nursing
administrative practice must be recognized, maintained,

studied, and enhanced, The hunan care component of
nursing is too central to our practice to be lost nov¡ -
just as we are beginning to understand íts importance

in our professional identity" (Miller, 1987, p. L2l ,
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Appendix A.

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

1. Nursing has traditional vaLues that are rooted in human

caring. It is recognized that this human care component of
nursing is centraf to nursing practice and nursing
education. IncreasingLy, caring is being identified as an
important conponent of nursing administration as we]1. As a

senior nurse administrator, how would you define caring?

2. How do you demonstrate caring in your nursing
administration practice?

Probes: a. What kinds of reLationships with staff do you

try to foster?

b. How do you recognize and bring out potential
in your staff?

c. lühat do you do to facititate the work of
nurses in your department?

d. Are there specific personal attributes that
contribute to the ability to care? !ùhat are

some of these?

3. What factors support the use of a caring approach in
your nursing adrninistration practice?

Probes: a. Do you have an administrative framework and

organizationaL structure in place that
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supports a caring approach? If yes, pJ.ease

describe. If no, what adrninistrative
framework and organizational structure woufd
support a caring approach?

b. In your vj-ew. what impact does gender have

on the use of a caring approach in nursing
administration?

c. In your view, what impact does your nursing
background have on your use of a caring
approach?

4. What factors adversely affect your use of a caring
approach in your nursing administration practice?

Probes: a. What has been the impact of budgetary
restraint, cost containment, etc. on a
philosophy and approach of carj.ng?

b, Are economics and caring necessarily in
opposition?

c. V'that is there in the organizational
structure of the hospital that has an

adverse effect on your use of a caring
approach ?

d. What effect do the values of nedicÌne vs

nursing have on your use of a caring
approach?
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5. V'lhat do you see as some of the benefits of using caring
as a basis for nursing administration prâctice?

Probes: a, What ultimately would be your goal for
using a philosophy of caring in your
nursing administration practice?

b. What could be the impact of using a caring
approach in your nursing administration
practice on: the nursing department ie.
nurses?

the patients?

the hospital-?

you?
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Appendix B

Consent Form

With my signature, f,
agree to participate in the study of senior nurse
administrators by Diane Mate/ a Master's student in the
Faculty of Education, UnÍversity of Manitoba. f was

selected for participation in this study because of my role
as a senior nurse administrator in a hospital setting.

I reaLize that participating in this study wiII invol-ve one

interview of approximateLy tv¡o hours for the purpose of data
gathering and a debriefing session of approximately one hour
for the purpose of validating the interview transcript. I
realj-ze the potential benefits of this study in that it nay
revea.L meaningful information about senior nurse

administrators' use of caring as a basis for their nursing
administration practice. I recognize that the potential-
risks of exploring a person's knowledge of a concept may at
times cause the person some anxiety. I accept that sharing
my knowledge and experience nay heJ.p to advance knowledge

development in nursing adninistration.

I understand the decision to participate is entirely
voluntary and I am free to wÍthdraw at any time simpJ-y by
teJ-1ing the researcher. r understand the interview wilr- be
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audio-taped and then transcribed, f acknowledge an
anticipated time coru[itment of 3 to 4 hours for intervj.ewing
and vafidating the interview transcript. Although my

identity will be known to the researcher through face_to_
face interviews, my nane will not be used in the
transcriptions of the tape or in the written or verbal
reports of the study. Any data that would link my identity
to the information I will- provide will be deleted by the
researcher.

ï understand I have the opportunity for input into the
research project during the interview and wilt varidate the
information to insure it has been accuratefy transcribed. I
understand I wilt receÍve a copy of my own interview
transcript and a surnmary of the study findings.

If I have any questions at any time about the study I am

free to contact the researcher or her thesis advisor.

Signature of Researcher Signature of Participant

Adapted with permission from K. Hyndman (1993) ,
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Appendix C

Invitation to participate

Dear

f am a Registered Nurse and a graduate student in the
Faculty of Education, University of Manítoba. f am

conducting a research study to futfitl the thesis
requirements of the Master's of Educational Aùninistration
program, You are invited to participate in this study of
senior nurse administrators j.n hospital settings. The

purpose of the study is to determine the importance senior
nurse administrators give to the concept of carÍng in their
thinking about nursing administration and in their actions
in this roLe.

Data colLection in this study wil1 involve interviews with
several senior nurse admínistrators. lf you agree to
participate, it wiJ.J. involve one interview of approximately
two hours and one debriefing session of approxj.mately one

hour, both at a time and location convenient to you.

Your decision to participate is entirely your own. you have

the right to withdraþ¡ from the study at any time. The
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information obtained from the interview will be used in my
thesis. FolLowing the interview, the audio tapes will be
transcrÍbed and all identifying characteristics will be
removed. your name will not be discussed or reported in the
thesis, future pubrications, or presentations. once the
research is completed, the audio tapes will be erased.

A surnmary of the purpose of the study is attached. please

contact me or my thesis advisor (professor A. Riffel,
) if you have any questions, Thank you for your

consideration.

S ince re 1y,

Diane Mate

!\linnipeg, Manitoba

R

Home phone:

Work phone:

Adapted with perrnission from K. Hyndman (1993).


